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Abbreviations and Acronyms  
AFUE – annual fuel utilization efficiency 
AHJ – authority having jurisdiction 
AHM – air-side HVAC model inputs/outputs 
AHRI – American Heating and Refrigeration Institute 
AHVAC – air-side HVAC 
ANSI – American National Standards Institute 
ASHRAE – American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers 
BHP – brake horse power 
CFM – cubic feet per minute 
CHP – combined heat and power 
ECB – Energy Cost Budget Method described in ASHRAE Standard 90.1 Section 11 
EFLH – effective full load hours 
Et – thermal efficiency 
LI – lighting, interior 
MI – model inputs 
ML – miscellaneous loads 
MO – model outputs 
PA – permit applicant 
PCIt – performance cost index target 
PRM – Performance Rating Method described in ASHRAE Standard 90.1 Appendix G 
PRM RT – Performance Rating Method Reporting Template 
PRM RM – Performance Rating Method Reference Manual 
SWH – service water heating 
UMLH – unmet load hour 
VAV – variable air volume 
WHVAC – water-side HVAC 
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1 Scope 
The Performance-based Energy Code Enforcement Manual (the Manual) contains the recommended 
enforcement infrastructure and methodology for reviewing submittals of projects that followed  
ASHRAE 90.1-2013 Section 11, Energy Cost Budget Method (ECB) and Appendix G, Performance Rating 
Method (PRM) incorporated via 2016 New York State Supplement, for compliance with the 2016  
Energy Conservation Construction Code of New York State (ECCC NYS). The Manual does not specifically 
address the enforcement steps that are the same for the prescriptive and performance projects, such as 
verifying compliance with the mandatory provisions and site inspections, focusing on the areas that are 
unique to the performance projects. The scope of the Manual is illustrated in Figure 1.  

Figure 1. Review Manual Scope 
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2 Submittal Review Quick Start 
The section describes how to perform submittal review using the Review Checklist spreadsheet included 
in the package without having to read the Manual first. The references within the Review Checklist allow 
easy navigation to the relevant subsections of the Manual to access examples, common mistakes, and 
simulation reports relevant to each review check.  

1. Open the review checklist spreadsheet and read the instructions tab. 
2. Open the general information tab of the review checklist: 

 If a prefilled Review Checklist is included in the submittal, confirm the tab is filled out by  
the permit applicant (PA).  

 If a prefilled Review Checklist is not included in the submittal, fill it out based on the  
information included in the submittal (e.g., project address, modeler name, etc.). 

3. Open submittal checklist tab.  

 If a prefilled Review Checklist is included in the submittal, confirm the tab is filled out by the  
PA and locate the materials referenced in the Review Checklist that will be used in the review. 

 If a prefilled Review Checklist is not included in the submittal, fill out the Submittal Checklist  
tab and locate the materials in the submittal that are needed to support the review. 

4. Fill out the remaining tabs of the Review Checklist spreadsheet. 

 Perform the checks in the order listed. The mandatory checks have the “Include in Review”  
field preset to “Yes”. These checks should be performed on all projects.  

 Some of the mandatory checks, once completed, point to the additional checks that should be 
performed. Set “Include in Review” field for these checks to “Yes” and perform these checks.  

5. Copy the review comments from the Review Checklist into a separate document to be shared  
with PA, or review outcome and required corrective actions. 

Each required item is described in the Submittal Requirements section of the Manual. 

Use the values in CheckID field as necessary to locate the detailed description of each check in the 
Review Checks section of the Manual, including the relevant requirements of Standard 90.1, examples, 
and common mistakes. For checks that require using simulation reports, use the names of the reports 
listed in the simulation reports field for each check to locate the annotated reports included in the 
Simulation Reports section of the Manual. 
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3 How to Use This Manual 
The Enforcement Infrastructure section of the Manual is intended for authority having jurisdiction (AHJ) 
staff charged with organizing and managing submittal reviews. It covers the organizational prerequisites 
for effective and efficient reviews, including but not limited to reviewer qualifications, submittal 
requirements, and adoption of the standardized reporting template.   

The Review Process section describes the review prioritization strategies and the sequence in which  
the review checks should be performed. It is intended for the AHJ staff charged with managing  
submittal reviews and the submittal reviewers.  

The Review Checklist (Figure 2) is a companion spreadsheet included in the Manual package.  
The reviewers will use it to identify the planned review scope (i.e., the checks to be performed), 
document review outcome (Pass/Fail) and provide comments to the PA.  

Figure 2. Companion Review Checklist  

The Submittal Requirements section of the Manual lists materials that must be provided to the AHJ.  
It should be used as a reference when completing the steps outline in the submittal checklist tab of  
the Review Checklist.  

Each check in the Proposed Design, ECB Budget and PRM Baseline, and Compliance Calculations tab is 
described in the Review Checks section of the Manual. The checks that involve verifying model inputs 
and outputs reference simulation reports for the supported tools. The Simulation Reports section 
contains the annotated eQUEST and TRACE 700 reports, to help locate the necessary information. 

Additional code resources related to requirements applicable to special situations and exceptions that 
are beyond the scope of this Manual and simulation tools are listed as follows.  
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Energy Code Resources 

 ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2013 (available from ASHRAE Bookstore).1 
 90.1-2013 User’s Manual; 90.1-2016 User’s Manual (available from ASHRAE Bookstore).  

The Manual provides examples and explains requirements of the standard, including  
Section 11 and Appendix G. 

 2016 Supplement to the New York State Energy Conservation Construction Code (Revised 
August 2016).2  

 2016 New York City Energy Conservation Code,3 including Appendix CA, which contains the  
90.1 Appendix G, as adopted by NYC.  

 ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Performance Rating Method Reference Manual.4 The document expands  
on requirements of 90.1-2016 Appendix G and can be used as the source for the simulation 
assumptions and methodologies that are not addressed in 90.1. 

 ASHRAE Interpretation Requests. Questions on applying code requirements to the specific 
projects may be sent to ASHRAE as an official or un-official interpretation request.5 The  
official interpretations are posted on the ASHRAE website for 90.1-20136 and 90.1-20167  
and are a useful resource.  

 DOE Help Desk.8 

eQUEST Resources 

 eQUEST is free and can be downloaded from DOE2 website.9  
 eQUEST download includes extensive reference documentation that can be accessed  

from eQUEST help menu (Figure 3). The detailed simulation reports summary is extremely 
helpful for interpreting eQUEST input and output reports 

                                                           
1  www.ashrae.org/technical-resources/standards-and-guidelines  
2  www.dos.ny.gov/dcea/pdf/2016%20EC%20Supp-Revised-2016-08-12-approved%20bycouncil%20V-A.pdf 
3  www1.nyc.gov/site/buildings/codes/2016-energy-conservation-code.page 
4  www.pnnl.gov/main/publications/external/technical_reports/PNNL-26917.pdf 
5  www.ashrae.org/technical-resources/standards-and-guidelines/pcs-toolkit/standards-forms-procedures#interpretationrequest  
6  www.ashrae.org/standards-research--technology/standards-interpretations/interpretations-for-standard-90-1-2013  
7  www.ashrae.org/technical-resources/standards-and-guidelines/standards-interpretations/interpretations-for-standard-90-1-2016  
8  www.energycodes.gov/HelpDesk  
9  www.doe2.com/equest/  

http://www.ashrae.org/technical-resources/standards-and-guidelines
http://www.dos.ny.gov/dcea/pdf/2016%20EC%20Supp-Revised-2016-08-12-approved%20bycouncil%20V-A.pdf
https://www1.nyc.gov/site/buildings/codes/2016-energy-conservation-code.page
http://www.pnnl.gov/main/publications/external/technical_reports/PNNL-26917.pdf
http://www.ashrae.org/technical-resources/standards-and-guidelines/pcs-toolkit/standards-forms-procedures#interpretationrequest
http://www.ashrae.org/standards-research--technology/standards-interpretations/interpretations-for-standard-90-1-2013
http://www.ashrae.org/technical-resources/standards-and-guidelines/standards-interpretations/interpretations-for-standard-90-1-2016
http://www.energycodes.gov/HelpDesk
http://www.doe2.com/equest/
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Figure 3. Accessing eQUEST Help Menu 

Trane TRACE 700 Resources 

Searchable database of documentation on various topics:10
  The database covers topics such  

as How do I model ventilation for ASHRAE 90.1/LEED analysis?; How do I set the ventilation  
for my proposed and baseline buildings to be identical?; Input VAV part-load performance  
for Table G3.1.3.15 for the ASHRAE Standard; Daylighting on LEED report; Why do the base 
utilities report incorrectly on the LEED Report; and Common mistakes in LEED modeling. 

 Free tutorial videos on specific topics,11 such as LEED Guide video.  
 If a TRACE 700 License has been purchased, a user’s manual comes with the software. 

                                                           
10  https://irtranecds.custhelp.com/app/answers/list 
11  https://irtranecds.custhelp.com/app/e_learning 

https://irtranecds.custhelp.com/app/answers/list
https://irtranecds.custhelp.com/app/e_learning
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4 Enforcement Infrastructure 
Effective and efficient compliance enforcement of performance-based projects requires the framework 
described as follows. 

1. Establish minimum qualification requirements for energy analysts and reviewers.  
Projects that use performance-based compliance options require the services of an energy analyst  
and an energy model reviewer. The energy analyst is the person or persons responsible for the energy 
modeling and compliance documentation. The Reviewer is the who reviews compliance documentation 
submitted in support of a performance-based permit application on behalf of the AHJ. The energy 
analyst and reviewer must have the following qualifications:  

 Broad experience with commercial and institutional building energy systems and operating 
characteristics similar to those in the permit application.  

 Extensive understanding of ASHRAE Standard 90.1 and performance-based compliance options. 
 Three or more years of full-time equivalent modeling experience with computerized building 

modeling tools used for energy analysis, or two years of modeling experience and an ASHRAE 
certification as a building energy modeling professional (BEMP).  

 Demonstrated capability to model basic building features such as internal gains, multiple  
zones with central HVAC systems, envelope measures that affect thermal transmission, and 
architectural shading effects. Experience with complex energy conservation measures including 
but not limited to system heat recovery, enhanced direct digital control strategies including 
code required temperature and pressure resets, demand control ventilation, and daylighting.  

2. Establish submittal requirements and adopt the standard reporting template.  
Submittals for the performance-based projects must detail completed energy analysis, including 
simulation inputs and outputs, as prescribed by 90.1 Section 11 and Appendix G. The ECB compliance 
form included in the 90.1 2013 users’ manual12 package largely relies on the prescriptive compliance 
forms, making it easy to overlook the reporting requirements specific to the performance-based 
projects. To address the issues, some AHJs developed reporting templates, such as New York City  
EN-1 Form13 for ECB projects.  

The Manual package includes the performance rating method reporting template (PRM RT) that may be 
used by projects documenting compliance using 90.1 Appendix G. The PRM RT requires the applicant to 
provide a detailed list of energy modeling inputs and outputs in a standardized form, with references to 
drawings where the reported values such as insulation levels, lighting power density, mechanical system 
types, capacities and efficiencies can be verified, ensuring consistent reporting among projects. PRM RT 
includes numerous built-in calculators and code look-ups to simplify development of the baseline and 
proposed design models. Some of the review checks described in the Manual are automated in the PRM 

                                                           
12  https://xp20.ashrae.org/UM90.1-2013/ECB-Method-Compliance-Form-2013.pdf  
13  http://www1.nyc.gov/site/buildings/codes/energy-code-forms.page  

https://xp20.ashrae.org/UM90.1-2013/ECB-Method-Compliance-Form-2013.pdf
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/buildings/codes/energy-code-forms.page
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RT to flag potential inconsistences in the submittal and enable internal quality control before the  
project is submitted to AHJ. The PRM RT is described in more detail in the Submittal Requirements 
section of the Manual. The adopted submittal requirements and reporting template should be posted 
on the AHJ website. 

3. Establish review process 
Each project typically has only a handful of high-impact areas, and the review effort may be reduced  
by prioritizing the review to focus on these areas.14 The Manual includes the prioritization strategies 
based on the project characteristics, such as contribution of different end uses (heating, cooling, 
lighting, etc.) toward the trade-offs and the areas where mistakes are often made. The AHJ may  
adjust the scope of the review based on available resources. For example, the review checks identified 
as impactful in the Manual may be performed on all projects; additional checks may be performed on  
a rotating or randomized basis, encouraging designers and contractors to focus on the most impactful 
requirements, while ignoring none. Alternatively, more comprehensive reviews may be performed on 
larger, more energy intensive projects. The AHJ that adopt the PRM RT may choose to largely rely on  
the built-in flags. The review checks may be shared with the PAs, to encourage internal quality control 
before the documents are submitted to the AHJ. The AHJ may require PAs self-check the submittal 
following the Review Checklist and include the filled-out Review Checklist in the submittal as proof  
of internal quality control.  

4. Use Third-Party Reviewers 
The AHJs that do not have the needed resources may engage external reviewers and charge the 
applicant for the review. The AHJs planning to engage third-party reviewers should establish the 
associated policies and maintain a pool of preapproved reviewers who are trained on performing  
the reviews and can be assigned to projects as needed.  

                                                           
14  An Approach to Assessing Potential Energy Cost Savings from Increased Energy Code Compliance in Commercial Buildings”  

(M Rosenberg et al. PNNL 2016)  
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5 Review Process  
The performance path allows projects to not meet some of the prescriptive requirements and make  
up for the associated energy penalty by improving over mandatory and prescriptive provisions in  
other areas. For example, projects with window to wall ratio over 40% may demonstrate compliance  
by showing the energy penalty associated with the higher thermal loads is offset by savings from an 
efficient HVAC system and daylighting. The required analysis is illustrated in Figure 4 and involves 
developing two whole building energy simulation models. The first model establishes the point of 
reference and is referred to as budget (ECB) or baseline (PRM) building design. It is configured as 
prescribed in ECB or PRM respectively. The second model represents the building design based on  
the design documents. The compliance is established by comparing the simulated annual energy  
cost of the two models.  

Figure 4. Establishing Performance-based Compliance  

On the high level, submittal review involves the following steps: 

 Review description of the proposed design in the Reporting Template to verify that it reflects 
design documents. (In jurisdictions that adopted PRM RTP as the required reporting format,  
the PRM RT is the Reporting Template.)  

 Review description of the baseline (budget) design in the Reporting Template to verify that 
requirements of 90.1 PRM (ECB) were followed.  
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 Review simulation reports to verify that baseline (budget) and proposed designs were modeled 
as described in the reporting template. 

 Review compliance calculations in the reporting template to ensure they reflect simulation 
outputs and comply with ASHRAE Standard 90.1. 

Table 1. Submittal Review Process 
Step 1: Check submittal for completeness 

• Use Submittal Checklist tab of the Review Checklist to verify that all required documentation  
is provided.  

• Request additional information if submittal is incomplete. 
Step 2: Review description of the proposed design in the reporting template and perform high-level proposed 
design simulation review  

• Complete the Code Requirements (CR) checks in the Proposed Design tab of the Review Checklist, to verify 
that description of the energy features of the proposed design reported in the submittal is complete and 
reflects design documents. 

• Perform Modeling Output (MO) checks to verify that simulation outputs are generally consistent with the 
reported proposed systems and components 

Step 3: Review description of the baseline (budget) design in the reporting template and perform high-level 
baseline (budget) design simulation review  
• Complete CR review checks in the Review Checklist, ECB Budget and PRM Baseline tab to verify that the 

baseline (budget) design is established correctly following PRM (ECB) requirements.  
• Perform modeling output (MO) checks to verify that simulation outputs are generally consistent with the 

reported baseline (budget) systems and components 
Step 4: Prioritize the remaining review to verify the key differences between the baseline (budget) and 
proposed design based on Steps 2 and 3 are properly reflected in the simulations. 
• Based on the checks completed in Steps 2 and 3, identify the key systems and components  

of the proposed design that differ from the corresponding systems and components in the  
baseline (budget) design. These differences represent trade-off areas. 

• In the Review Checklist, mark the checks that verify that these systems and components  
are properly modeled, to be included in the review.  

• Complete MO checks to establish the end uses that changed the most between the baseline (budget) and 
proposed design based on the simulation outputs 

• In the Review Checklist, select the checks that verify the relevant systems and components,  
to be included in the review. 

Step 5: Complete the remaining review checks 
• Complete the check identified in Step 4. 
• Perform additional checks as review budget / schedule allows 
Step 6: Communicate review outcome to the Permit Applicant  
Provide written comments to PA to require corrective actions or approve the submittal. 
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6 Submittal Requirements 
Submittal requirements below are based on the Standard 90.1 and include several additional items  
that are instrumental to the effective review of performance-based submittals.  

Project Overview 

The overview must include the number of stories above and below grade, the typical floor size, the uses 
in the building (e.g., office, cafeteria, retail, parking, etc.), the gross area and the conditioned floor area 
for each use. The inputs are illustrated in Figure 6 based on the PRM RT General Information tab.  

Figure 5. PRM RT Project Overview 

A narrative describing the areas where trade-offs are made 

The narrative provides a description of building or system elements that do not comply with the 
prescriptive requirements of the code, elements exceeding requirements, and building elements  
or systems modeled to provide additional energy savings to offset the non-complying elements.  

For each element, provide the reference to the part of the submittal where it is described in the full 
details required by code. Projects using PRM RT must identify these systems in the “Measure #”  
column of the appropriate tabs.   

Design documents  

Submittal must include the full set of construction documents including drawings and specifications. 

A diagram showing the thermal blocks used in the computer simulation  

The diagram should include the labels corresponding to the block names used in the simulation or 
description of the thermal block naming convention used. For example, the names of the thermal  
blocks may be based on space names shown on architectural drawings.  
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Figure 6. Sample Thermal Blocks Used in the Computer Simulation 

Purchased energy rates used in the simulations 

The scope of information related to utility rates that must be provided is illustrated in Figure 7,  
based on PRM RT.  

Figure 7. Utility Rate Structure Used in the Simulation 

 
Additional documentation must be provided if project used the rate from a local utility company  
(Figure 8) as opposed to the averages from the Energy Information Administration (EIA).  
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Figure 8. Additional Documentation for Projects that Used Custom Utility Rates 

(PRM only) A site plan showing all adjacent buildings and topography that may shade the proposed building,  
with the estimated height or number of stories  

Figure 9. Site Plan with Building Shading 
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Description of the proposed design and the baseline (budget) simulation  

 A list of the energy-related features included in the design and on which the 90.1 Appendix G 
performance rating, or compliance with 90.1 Section 11, is based. This list must document  
all energy features that differ between the models used in the baseline building performance  
(or energy cost budget) and proposed building performance (or design energy cost) calculations. 

 The key energy efficiency improvements compared with the requirements in 90.1  
Sections 5 through 10.  

 A list identifying the aspects of the proposed design that are less stringent than the 
requirements of 90.1 Sections 5.5, 6.5, 7.5,9.5 and 9.6 (prescriptive provisions).  

The filled out PRM RT tabs including shading and fenestration, opaque assemblies, lighting counts, 
general lighting, service water heating, general HVAC, air-side HVAC and water-side HVAC meet the 
required level of details. Projects not using PRM RT must submit equivalently detailed information  
in an alternative format approved by the AHJ.  

The PRM RT tabs have a consistent structure as illustrated in the following figures. Each tab includes  
a checklist, to be filled by the energy analyst, to confirm that code requirements are met (Figure 11)  
and a table with the baseline and proposed model inputs (Figure 12). 

Figure 10. PRM RT Shading and Fenestration Checklist 
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Figure 11. PRM RT Shading and Fenestration Inputs 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Baseline columns list 
parameters of the Baseline 
model 
 

 Proposed columns list parameters of the Proposed Design model 
“Plans / Spec” column includes references to place in the design document 
where the reported parameters are listed, to support verification.  
 
On most tabs, parameters of the proposed design that improve over the 
applicable prescriptive requirements are automatically formatted to show in 
green font and those that are worse are shown in red, to highlight the areas of 
trade-offs.  
 

Prescriptive Requirements 
column shows the prescriptive 
requirements of 90.1 2013 for 
the given component  
x 

The majority of the inputs in the baseline and prescriptive requirements columns of the PRM RT auto-populate based on the built-in lookups.  
For example, once the project’s climate zone and space conditioning (i.e., residential, non-residential, semi-heated, unconditioned) are entered, 
the baseline fenestration U-value and SHGC that must be modeled (the Baseline column) and the prescriptive requirements of 90.1-2013 
(Prescriptive Requirements column) are auto-populated.
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Simulation Details 

 The name and version of the simulation program used. The approved software list is published  
by the New York Secretary of State. The list of software tool approved for use in New York City  
is included in RCNY15 5000-01. As of the publication of this Manual, the following tools are 
approved: 

• DOE2.1E 
• VisualDOE 
• EnergyPlus 
• eQUEST 
• Trane TRACE 700 

In addition, IES VE is allowed in New York City.  

 An explanation of any error messages noted in the simulation program output 
 An explanation of any significant modeling assumptions 
 Backup calculations and materials to support data inputs (e.g., U-factors for building  

envelope assemblies, NFRC ratings for fenestration, etc.)  
 Documentation of the exceptional calculation methods 

• Where the simulation program does not specifically model the functionality of  
the installed system, spreadsheets, or other documentation of the assumptions  
must be used to generate the power demand and operating schedule of the  
systems and included in the submittal.  

• Submittal must include a narrative explaining the exceptional calculation method 
performed and theoretical or empirical information supporting the accuracy of  
the method. The documentation must meet 90.1 Section 11.4.5 for ECB path  
and 90.1 Section G2.5 for the Appendix G path.  

Results of the energy analysis  

 A table with a summary by end use of the budget (baseline) building performance and  
the proposed building performance in the units of site energy and the energy cost. 

 The calculated budget (baseline) building performance and the proposed building performance  
 The reduction in the proposed building performance associated with on-site renewable energy  
 The reduction in the proposed building performance associated with exceptional calculation 

methods, if any 
 The energy savings by in the units of site energy and the energy cost by energy type  

The outputs are illustrated in Figure 13 and Figure 14, based on the PRM RT. 

                                                           
15  https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/buildings/rules/1_RCNY_5000-01_prom_details_date.pdf  

https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/buildings/rules/1_RCNY_5000-01_prom_details_date.pdf
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/buildings/rules/1_RCNY_5000-01_prom_details_date.pdf
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Figure 12. Baseline and Proposed Design Energy Use and Savings by End Use (PRM RT) 

Figure 13. Baseline and Proposed Design Energy Use by Fuel (PRM RT) 

 Simulation Reports 

The submitted reports must include the following information: 

 Output reports from the simulation program, including a breakdown of energy use by at least 
the following components: lights, internal equipment loads, service water-heating equipment, 
space-heating equipment, space-cooling and heat rejection equipment, fans and other HVAC 
equipment (such as pumps). 

 The output reports showing the amount of unmet load hours for both the proposed design  
and baseline building design.  

 Input reports from the simulation program substantiating the key simulation inputs. 
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The reports required for each simulation tool are listed as follows. 

eQUEST  

 <project name B>.SIM and <project name P>.SIM files with the detailed simulation reports  
for the baseline (budget) and proposed models 

  Model files including <project name P>.pd2, <project name P>.inp for the proposed design  
and <project name B>.pd2, <project name B>.inp for the baseline (budget) design. Projects that 
used eQUEST Parametric Runs must also include the appropriate *.prd file and the appropriate 
additional *.inp files 

Trane TRACE 700  

AHJ may require that all TRACE 700 entered values and output reports are submitted. Alternatively,  
the individual reports may be requested. These reports are utilized in the review checks described  
in the Manual. 

 Title page report 
 Project information entered values report 
 Energy Cost Budget/PRM Summary report 
 LEED Summary report 
 Monthly Energy Consumption report 
 Monthly utility costs report 
 Library members entered values report 
 Building U-Values report 
 Building areas report 
 Walls by direction entered values report 
 Walls by cardinal direction entered values report 
 Room information entered values report 
 Building envelope cooling loads at coil peak 
 Building envelope heating loads at coil peak 
 Plant information entered values report 
 Equipment energy consumption report 
 System entered values report 
 System checksums report 
 Building Cool/Heat Demand report from the Visualizer 
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Explanation of areas flagged by the automated quality assurance functionality (if any) incorporated into the 
submittal template 

Figure 14. PRM RT Automated QA Checks 

An example based on the PRM RT Quality Assurance Checks tab. 

Figure 15. Review Checklist, Submittal Checklist Tab (Abstract) 
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7 Review Checklist 
The Review Checklist is provided in Excel format as a companion to the Manual. The instructions  
for using the checklist, included on the Instructions tab of the checklist, are as follows: 

Background 

 This checklist is a companion to the Performance-based Energy Code Enforcement Manual  
(the Manual). 

 The general information and submittal checklist tabs should be filled out by the permit  
applicant (PA) 

 Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) may request the PA to complete other checks included in  
the checklist, to help improve the initial quality of submittal, and to streamline the review.  

Instructions for Permit Applicant 

 Fill out "general information" and "submittal checklist" tabs. 
 If required by AHJ, fill out "Proposed Design" and "ECB Budget and PRM Baseline" tabs  

to document the internal submittal quality control. Refer to "Instructions for Submittal 
Reviewer" section for details. 

Instructions for Submittal Reviewer 

1. General review process and tips 

 Read the review process section of the Manual to understand the general review logic. 
 Checks that must be performed on all projects (are mandatory) have the check number  

shown in red font, (e.g., 3). “Include in Review” column for these checks is pre-set to “Yes”. 
 Search the Manual using the value in "CheckID" field to locate detailed description of each  

check in the review checks section of the Manual, including the applicable requirements  
of Standard 90.1, examples, and common mistakes. 

 Search the Manual using the value in "Simulation Reports" field to locate the annotated 
simulation reports in the simulation reports section of the Manual. eQUEST and Trane  
Trace 700 reports are currently included. 

 (For AHJ reviewers only) Document review outcome (pass/fail/NA) and provide comments  
as applicable for each completed check. 

A “Pass” outcome means no changes are required in the given area. Any comments provided a 
re informative and may apply to future projects. No response is required from PA. 

A “Fail” outcome means changes must be made to the submittal before it can be approved.  
The issues and required changes are described in the Review Comment. 
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2. Review the "General Information" and "Submittal Checklist" tabs to verify that all materials 
necessary to support the review are provided. Document review outcome for each check  
and provide review comments as necessary. 

3. Proposed Design and ECB Budget and PRM Baseline tabs: 

 Complete the mandatory checks in the “Proposed Design” tab. 
 Complete the mandatory checks in the “ECB Budget and PRM Baseline” tab. 
 Select additional checks to be performed based on the outcome of the completed checks  

by setting “include in review” column to “Yes” on the “Proposed Design” and “ECB Budget  
and PRM Baseline” tabs, as applicable. 

 Complete the checks on the “Proposed Design” and “ECB Budget and PRM Baseline”  
tabs marked in the previous step. 

 Complete additional checks for a more comprehensive review, if desired. 

4. (For AHJ reviewers only) Copy the review comments from the Review Checklist into a separate 
document to be shared with PA or share the completed Review Checklist with the PA to 
communicate the review outcome and required corrective actions. 
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8 Review Checks 
This section provides information on all checks included in the companion Review Checklist spreadsheet 
and should be used as a reference when performing reviews. 

8.1 Nomenclature 

The checks are subdivided into those that verify compliance with the code requirements, verify model 
inputs, or model outputs. 

Code Requirements (CR) checks confirm that parameters of the baseline (budget) and proposed designs 
were properly established following the applicable rules of Standard 90.1, such as whether the baseline 
HVAC system type was properly established or the thermal properties of the exterior walls in the 
proposed design properly account for thermal bridging. Most CR checks cover both ECB and PRM,  
with the information applicable to each performance path listed separately and appropriately labeled.  

Model Inputs (MI) checks verify the established baseline (budget) or proposed design parameters  
were properly entered into the simulation tool. For example, if the reporting template indicates that  
the baseline exterior lighting power is 1,700 W, confirm if it matches the exterior lighting input. 

Model Outputs (MO) checks confirm simulation results are as expected based on the parameters  
of systems and components being modeled. Baseline (budget) and Proposed design models include 
numerous inputs in addition to those reported in the submittal. These undisclosed inputs, as well as 
modeling mistakes, may have a significant impact on the compliance outcome. Confirming a reasonable 
correlation between inputs and outputs is an effective way of identifying potential issues. For example, 
if air leakage through the envelope must be the same in the baseline and proposed design, an output 
report may be used to verify that infiltration heating and cooling loads are the same in the baseline 
(budget) and proposed models.  

The review checks are further organized into the following categories based on the building system  
and verification type:  
 
Simulation General (SG) checks verify the general simulation requirements are met, such as confirming 
that an appropriate weather file was used or verifying that the number of unmet load hours does not 
exceed the specified limit. SG check also establish the key end uses included in the trade-offs based on 
the simulation output reports.  

Building Envelope (BE) checks verify that the envelope geometry, thermal, and solar properties were 
established and modeled correctly. 

Lighting, Interior (LI) and Lighting, Exterior (LE) checks verify the interior and exterior lighting power  
and controls were properly established and modeled. 
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Air-side HVAC Systems (AHVAC) and Water-side HVAC Systems (WHVAC) checks verify that heating, 
cooling and ventilation system type, capacity, efficiency, controls, and parameters of the related 
auxiliary components such as fans, pumps, and heat rejection equipment were established correctly. 

AHM and WHM checks verify that air-side and water-side systems are properly modeled.  

Service Water Heating (SWH) checks verify that service water heating equipment type, efficiency  
and controls, and the related auxiliary equipment were established and modeled correctly. 

Other Equipment (OE) checks cover systems and components that impact compliance but are not 
covered in other sections, such as combined heat and power (CHP) and photovoltaic (PV) systems.  

Compliance Calculations (CC) checks confirm that compliance calculations were completed correctly, 
such as that contribution of renewable energy and exceptional calculations does not exceed the  
allowed limit.  

In addition, checks are designated as applying to the baseline (budget) design, or proposed design.  

 Budget/Baseline Design (B) checks confirm the baseline (budget) model parameters described 
in the submittal reflect the requirements of the selected path and were modeled as described.  

 Proposed Design (P) checks verify the parameters of the proposed design reported in the 
submittal match design documents, were established correctly following the applicable code 
requirements and were appropriately modeled.  

Checks that must be performed on all projects have the check number followed by an asterisk.  
For example, “BE3*(MI–B,P)” is a review check #3 related to the building envelope (BE) that verifies 
model inputs (MI), applies to both the baseline (budget) model proposed designs (B,P) and must be 
performed on all projects (“*”). 

8.2 Simulation General (SG) 
SG1*(MI-B,P) The same approved weather file used in the baseline (budget) and proposed simulation  
As of the date of the publication of this Manual, there are no preapproved weather files in New  
York, thus projects must use one of the typical meteorological year (TMY) files based on the proximity  
to the project site. The same weather file must be used for the budget (baseline) and proposed  
design simulations. 

TMY216 files are available for Albany, Binghamton, Buffalo, Massena, NYC (Central Park), Rochester,  
and Syracuse. TMY317 data is available for additional locations within the State and reflect more  
recent weather patterns.  

eQUEST Reports BEPS and at the top of other reports 
Trane TRACE 700 Title Page report (the same weather file will always be used for both alternatives) 

                                                           
16  http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/old_data/nsrdb/1961-1990/tmy2/State.html  
17  http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/old_data/nsrdb/1991-2005/tmy3/by_state_and_city.html  

http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/old_data/nsrdb/1961-1990/tmy2/State.html
http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/old_data/nsrdb/1991-2005/tmy3/by_state_and_city.html
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SG2*(MI-B,P) Number of hours per year explicitly modeled is as required  
ECB: At least 1,400 hour per year representing the full range of conditions must be explicitly simulated 
(90.1 Section 11.4.1.1); the same number of hours must be explicitly simulated for the budget and 
proposed design. 

PRM: 8,760 hours (full year) must be explicitly simulated (90.1 Section G2.2.1)  

eQUEST Reports 8,760 simulated by default; CSV Hourly Results, LS-F and other monthly reports 
Trane TRACE 700 Project Information entered values report 

SG3*(MO-B,P) Number of hours with unmet heating or cooling load does not exceed 300 

Background: An unmet load hour (UMLH) is an hour in which one or more zones is outside of the 
thermostat set point, plus or minus one-half of the temperature control throttling range. Any hour  
when one or more zones has an unmet cooling load or unmet heating load, is defined as an UMLH  
(90.1 Section 3). If UMLH in the submittal exceed the prescribed limits, it is the modeler’s responsibility 
to diagnose and resolve the issues.  

ECB (90.1 Section 11.5.2 i): UMLH for the proposed design or baseline designs shall not exceed  
300 hours. In addition, the UMLH for the proposed design shall not exceed the unmet load hours  
for the budget building design. 

PRM (90.1 Section G3.1.2.3): UMLH for the proposed design or baseline building design shall not  
exceed 300 out of the 8,760 hours simulated.  

Both PRM and ECB allow the building official to accept submittals where UMLH limit is  
exceeded if sufficient justification is provided indicating the accuracy of the simulation  
is not significantly compromised. 

Listed are several common reasons for a high UMLH.18 

 The thermostat schedules should agree with schedules of HVAC system operation, occupant 
schedules, miscellaneous equipment schedules, outside air ventilation schedules, and other 
schedules of operation that could affect the HVAC system’s ability to meet loads in the  
thermal block.  

 The inputs for internal gains, occupants, and outside air ventilation should be reasonable  
and consistent with the intended operation of the building.  

 The simulated operation of controls can be examined to determine if primary or secondary 
heating or cooling equipment (pumps, coils, boilers, etc.) is activated.  

 Inadequate equipment capacity in the proposed design. 

                                                           
18  PNNL-26917, ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2016 Performance Rating Method Reference Manual, Richland, WA 

https://www.pnnl.gov/main/publications/external/technical_reports/PNNL-26917.pdf 

https://www.pnnl.gov/main/publications/external/technical_reports/PNNL-26917.pdf
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The prescribed limits should be enforced for majority of projects because the high UMLH is often due  
to simulation errors that may have a high impact on the compliance outcome. The higher UMLH in the 
proposed design compared to the baseline (budget) model effectively means that even though the two 
models have the same thermostat setpoints, the actual space temperatures in the proposed design 
were lower during heating season and/or higher during cooling season. This will reduce energy use  
of the proposed design, but it is not an allowed trade-off opportunity. Some examples of extenuating 
circumstances that can be considered for accepting submittals where the UMLH limit is exceeded  
are as follows: 

 Number of UMLH beyond the allowed limit. AHJ may judge submittal with 350 UMLH (that 
exceed the 300 limit by 50 hours) to be acceptable, but reject submittal with 800 UMLH  
(that exceed the 300 limit by 500 hours).  

 Floor area of the thermal blocks where UMLH occur. AHJ may choose to accept submittal  
with high UMLH in a 100 ft2 thermal block (e.g., a stairwell), but reject submittal with high  
UMLH in the zones that account for a notable fraction (e.g., exceeding 5%) of the overall 
conditioned floor area.  

 How far indoor temperatures drop or rise outside of the acceptable range. For example,  
AHJ may accept submittal if the actual zone temperatures during UMLH is one or two  
degrees outside of the throttling range, but may reject submittals with larger discrepancies;  
for example, if during the UMLH the temperature in the thermal block is 60ºF compared  
to a 70ºF heating setpoint.   

eQUEST Reports BEPU, SS-R, SS-O, LS-C, CSV Space Loads Report 
Trane TRACE 700 Energy Cost Budget/PRM Summary, LEED Summary Section 1.3 

SG4*(MI-B,P) Modeled conditioned floor area is appropriate  

The modeled conditioned floor area must be the same for the baseline (budget) and proposed design 
and align with the floor area reported in the design documents. Small deviations between the modeled 
area and the area specified in the design documents are common and may be acceptable. Some 
common reasons for the mismatch are listed as follows.   

 Gross floor area reported in the design documents is based on the definition in the 2015 IBC,19 
which differs from the 90.1 – 2013 definition (both are quoted in the following section). ECB and 
PRM do not specify how building area should be inputted into the model; for example, whether  
it should be based on the inside perimeter of the exterior walls (based on the IBC definition), or  
the outside perimeter of the exterior walls (90.1 definition), so it may be modeled either way.  

                                                           
19  International Code Council, 2015 International Building Code (3rd Printing as adopted by New York State), Washington, DC. 
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• Floor Area, Gross (IBC). The floor area within the inside perimeter of the exterior  
walls of the building under consideration; exclusive of vent shafts and courts, without 
deductions for corridors, stairways, ramps, closets, the thickness of interior walls, 
columns, or other features. The floor area of a building, or portion thereof, not  
provided with surrounding exterior walls shall be the usable area under the horizontal 
projection of the roof of floor above. The gross floor area shall not include shafts with 
no openings or interior courts.  

• Floor Area, Gross (90.1). The sum of the floor areas of the spaces within the building, 
including basements, mezzanine and intermediate-floored tiers, and penthouses with  
a headroom height of 7.5 ft or greater. It is measured from the exterior faces of walls  
or from the centerline of walls separating buildings, but excluding covered walkways, 
open roofed-over areas, porches and similar spaces, pipe trenches, exterior terraces  
or steps, chimneys, roof overhangs, and similar features. 

 90.1 distinguishes between the enclosed spaces, which include directly or indirectly conditioned, 
semi-heated, or unconditioned spaces and unenclosed spaces, such as crawlspaces, attics, and 
parking garages with natural or mechanical ventilation (see 90.1 definition of unconditioned 
space). Unenclosed spaces may be modeled as ambient conditions, thus not contributing to  
the modeled floor area.  

 Multilevel spaces such as stairwells may be modeled as an open shaft (i.e., 
modeled area = area of the footprint), or as multiple floors (modeled area = area of the footprint 
times the number of floors the space spans). 

 To ensure a fair comparison between the floor areas shown in the simulation reports and the 
design documents, it’s important to understand how the floor area is reported by the simulation 
tool. For example, certain simulation reports may show conditioned floor area, others the gross 
floor area including unconditioned spaces and plenums, etc.  

AHJ may allow +/- 5% difference between the modeled floor area of heated and cooled spaces and the 
area of the corresponding spaces listed in the design documents. Higher deviations may be permitted 
with an appropriate explanation.  
 

eQUEST Reports Conditioned area: LS-C, CSV Space Loads Report 
Trane TRACE 700 LEED Summary Section 1.2 

SG5*(MO,B)  Site Energy Use Intensity (EUI) of the budget (baseline) design does not exceed typical by  
more than 20%. 

ECB: The budget building design is a virtual building similar to the proposed design, but with all  
systems and components minimally compliant with the prescriptive requirements of 90.1 2013.  
Thus, the site EUI of the ECB budget design is expected to be similar to the EUIs of the common  
designs compliant with 90.1 2013 in Table 1 of the Manual.  
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PRM: The baseline building minimally complies with 90.1 2004 and is expected to have a similar  
EUI as designs prescriptively compliant with 90.1 2004, as shown in Table 1. 

Baseline (budget) site EUI exceeding the values in Table 1 by more than 20% should be flagged. Such 
deviations may indicate inappropriate simulation assumptions or modeling mistakes. Deviations may  
be justified by project-specific conditions, such as EUI of miscellaneous equipment (Misc. Equipment 
column in Table 1) higher than the typical shown in the table.    

Table 2. Site EUI kBtu/SF  

YR of Common Commercial Building Designs20  

  
90.1 2004 Site EUI (PRM) 90.1 2013 Site EUI (ECB) 

Misc. Equipment 
4A 5A 6A 4A 5A 6A 

Multifamily NYStretch                
Multifamily High-rise 54 63 65 46 52 53 13 
Hospital 172 174 182 124 127 128 50 
Large Hotel 118 132 134 86 90 90 37 
Large Office 83 87 87 70 74 75 42 
Medium Office 45 50 51 32 35 36 16 
Primary School 79 86 89 55 57 58 25 
Secondary School 73 74 74 39 40 40 15 

eQUEST Reports BEPS 
Trane TRACE 700 Monthly Energy Consumption report 

SG6*(MO) Identify the key end uses contributing to the site energy trade-offs based on the simulation outputs;  
mark the high priority checks to be completed in the Review Checklist.  

The check identifies the end uses that contribute the most to the difference between the baseline 
(budget) and proposed design energy use based on the simulation outputs. The comparison is  
illustrated in Figure 18, based on the PRM RT quality assurance checks tab.  

                                                           
20  Based on PNNL 2013EndUseTables_2014jun20.xls derived from DOE building prototypes http://www.energycodes.gov/commercial- 

prototype-building-models and related analysis http://www.energycodes.gov/development/commercial/cost_effectiveness  

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#m_-1556711099994606547__ftn1
http://www.energycodes.gov/commercial-%20prototype-building-models
http://www.energycodes.gov/commercial-%20prototype-building-models
http://www.energycodes.gov/development/commercial/cost_effectiveness
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Figure 16. Site EUI by End Use Comparison (PRM RT Quality Assurance Checks tab) 

PRM: The PRM baseline is compliant with 90.1 2004, thus most end uses in the proposed design may 
show improvement over the corresponding end uses in the baseline. In the Review Checklist, mark  
the checks that must be performed to verify systems and components contributing to the three or  
more most impactful end uses based on site EUI, as identified in Table 2.  

ECB: The ECB budget design is compliant with the prescriptive requirements of 90.1 2013, so the 
comparison will show savings for some end uses and penalty for the others. In the Review Checklist, 
mark the checks that must be performed to verify systems and components contributing to the  
three or more most impactful end uses based on site EUI, as identified in Table 2.  

Once the most impactful end uses are identified, the reviewer should select the relevant checks in the 
Review Checklist that confirm that the baseline value is not inflated and that the proposed value is not 
under-estimated. Common reasons for high/low end uses are included in Table 2.  

SG7*(MO) Identify the key end uses contributing to the energy cost trade-offs based on the simulation outputs;  
mark the high priority checks to be completed in the Review Checklist.  

Compliance for ECB and PRM is based on the energy cost, thus the end uses with the highest 
contribution to energy cost savings must be verified.  

ECB, PRM: In the Review Checklist, mark the checks that must be performed to verify systems  
and components contributing to the three or more most impactful end uses based on cost EUI  
(if different from site EUI). Common patterns are shown in Table 2, while Figure 19 illustrates the  
check implemented in the PRM RT. AHJs may require that PA justifies savings of the key end uses 
contributing to the savings by describing the associated features of the baseline and proposed design,  
as shown at the bottom of Figure 18. 
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Figure 17. Cost EUI by End Use Comparison (PRM RT Quality Assurance Checks tab) 

Once the most impactful end uses based on the energy cost are identified, the reviewer should select 
the relevant checks in the Review Checklist that confirm the baseline value is not inflated and the 
proposed value is not underestimated, based on Table 2. Many of the high priority checks may  
already be selected after the SG6 check. 
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Table 3. Simulation Output Patterns and Review Priorities 
Heating Use Too High/Low 

 Thermal properties of the envelope are not established or modeled correctly  
 Infiltration rate is too high/low 
 Window to wall ratio (WWR) is higher (lower) than typical for the building type 
 Internal heat gains from lighting, appliances, or plug loads are too low/high 
 Excessive simultaneous heating/cooling (simulation outputs show high heating use during 

summer months, leading to high heating EUI) 
 Modeled ventilation rate is too high/low 
 Heating efficiency is too low/high 
 Heating thermostat setpoints are too high/low 

Cooling Use Too High/Low 

 Fenestration SHGC is too high/low  
 Baseline (budget) WWR significantly higher (lower) than typical for the building type 
 Internal heat gains from lighting, appliances, or plug loads are too high/low 
 Excessive simultaneous heating/cooling (simulation outputs show high cooling use during winter 

months, leading to high cooling EUI) 
 Modeled ventilation rate is too high/low 
 Baseline cooling efficiency is too low/high 
 Modeled heating thermostat setpoints are too low/high 
 Economizer not modeled or modeled incorrectly 

Service Water Heating Too High/Low 

 Hot water demand too high/low 

 Water heater efficiency too low/high 

Fan Energy Use Too High/Low 

 Fans are not modeled explicitly (low EUI) 

 Fans modeled as process load (low EUI) 

 Exhaust or DOAS fans are modeled in addition to the baseline allowance (high baseline EUI) 

 Project includes parking garage with exhaust fans (high EUI) 

 Flow controls are not properly modeled (e.g., high EUI if Constant Volume (CV) instead of 
Variable Air Volume (VAV) control was modeled)  

Interior Lighting Energy Use Too High/Low 

 Modeled lighting wattage is too high/low 
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 Lighting runtime hours are too high/low, or not equal between the baseline and proposed 

 Savings from occupancy sensors and daylighting are too low/high 

Exterior Lighting Energy Use Too High/Low 

 Lighting wattage is too high/low 

 Lighting runtime hours are too high/low, or not equal between the baseline and proposed 

 Credit claimed for non-tradeable lighting 

Exterior Lighting Energy Use Too High/Low 

 Unregulated loads are not modeled the same in the baseline (budget) and proposed design. 

Significant Difference Between Cost vs Side EUI End Use Savings for the Impactful End Uses 

 Significant difference in $/BTU cost of fuels (e.g., electricity versus gas); inappropriate utility 
rates used, or utility rates not modeled correctly 

8.3 Utility Rate (UR) 

UR1*(CR-B,P) The utility rate structure based on the approved source and the same for the baseline (budget)  
and proposed design   

ECB (90.1 Section 11.4.3.2): The rates for purchased energy (such as electricity, gas, oil, propane,  
steam and chilled water) must be approved by the AHJ.  

PRM (90.1 Section G2.4.2): Either the actual rates for purchased energy or State average energy  
prices published by DOE’s Energy Information Administration (EIA) for commercial building  
customers may be used, but rates from different sources may not be mixed in the same project.  

As of the date of the Manual publication, New York does not have preapproved purchased energy rates 
for ECB, thus AHJ may select to use PRM rules for all projects. The most recent New York annual average 
costs from EIA website are 0.1528 $/kWh for electricity21 (2015) and $ 6.18 per thousand cubic feet of 
natural gas22 (2016). The actual utility rates, if used, may include time of use charges, block charges, etc.  

                                                           
21  https://www.eia.gov/electricity/state/newyork/  
22  https://www.eia.gov/dnav/ng/ng_pri_sum_dcu_SNY_a.htm  

https://www.eia.gov/electricity/state/newyork/
https://www.eia.gov/dnav/ng/ng_pri_sum_dcu_SNY_a.htm
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UR2*(MI,MO-B,P) The modeled utility rate structure is as reported and the difference between the baseline  
and proposed virtual rate is as expected.  

Simulation input and output reports should be reviewed to confirm that the utility rate structure 
described in the submittal was properly modeled.  

When using the simulation output reports, the average annual rate, often referred to as the virtual  
rate, is calculated for each fuel as the ratio of the annual fuel consumption to the annual fuel cost.  
For example, if the simulation output reports show that the baseline annual electricity use was 509, 
150 kWh and the annual electricity cost was $76,370, the virtual electricity rate is $76,370 / 509, 
150kWh = 0.15 $/kWh.  

For projects that used EIA rates or the actual rates with fixed usage charges (e.g., $/kWh, $/Therm)  
and no demand, time of use, or block charges, the virtual rate is expected to be the same for the  
budget (baseline) and the proposed design and match the rate reported in the submittal. For projects 
that use more complex utility rate structures, virtual rates may differ between the budget (baseline)  
and proposed design. For example, the virtual electricity rate for the proposed design may be lower 
than for the budget (baseline) design if proposed design reduces the peak demand and the modeled 
electricity rates include demand charges.  

Virtual utility rates for the budget (baseline) and proposed design that are not equal for projects with 
simple utility rate structures or differ by more than 5% for projects with complex utility rate structures, 
should be flagged. 

eQUEST Reports ES-D, ES-E, ES-F  
Trane TRACE 700 Library Members entered values report Utility rates section for utility rate input, 

Monthly Energy Consumption and Monthly Utility Cost reports for consumption and cost 
output 

Quality Assurance Checks in the PRM RT   

PRM RT automates some of the checks related to utility rates, as illustrated in Figure 19. 
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Figure 18. Service Water Heating Checks  

Incorporated into PRM RT Quality Assurance Check Tab  

8.4 Compliance Calculations (CC) 

CC1*(MO–B,P) Baseline(budget) and proposed energy cost used in the compliance calculations match simulation 
output reports 

PRM and ECB compliance is established based on the simulation outputs for the baseline (budget) and 
proposed design. Some simulation tools perform compliance calculations automatically, while others 
require exporting simulation outputs into an external spreadsheet where compliance calculations are 
performed by the PA. It is not uncommon for the simulation outputs used in such external calculations 
to not match the values shown in the simulation outputs reports included in the submittal.  

PRM RT allows the PA to copy results from the standard simulation output reports into the designated 
areas to auto-populate the template with the simulation results, to avoid mistakes from manual  
data transfer.  

eQUEST Reports ES-D, BEPS 
Trane TRACE 700 LEED Summary Section 1.4 

CC2*(CR-P) Contribution of the renewable energy toward compliance does not exceed the allowed limit 

ECB (Section 11.4.3.1): The reduction in design energy cost associated with on-site renewable  
energy shall be no more than 5% of the calculated energy cost budget. 

PRM: PRM does not limit contribution of the renewable energy toward compliance. However,  
such contribution should be verified to ensure that it is not overly optimistic. 
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90.1 Section 3 defines on-site renewable energy as “… energy generated from renewable sources 
produced at the building site.” Based on this definition, savings associated with systems such as PV 
panels, solar service water preheat, etc. are subject to the cap. As with any systems, the renewable 
energy systems can only contribute toward compliance if they are included in the permit application.  

Example 
Q: A project following the ECB path has modeled an energy cost budget of $100,000. The modeled 
proposed energy cost is $98,000 including $8,000 savings from on-site PV panels, which were  
explicitly modeled in the simulation tool and are included in the permit application. Does the  
project comply with ECB?  

A: The proposed energy cost without accounting for on-site renewables is $98,000 + $8,000 = $106,000. 
The allowed maximum contribution of the renewable energy toward savings is 5% x 100,000 = $5,000. 
The proposed energy cost with the allowed renewable energy savings is $106,000 - $5,000 = $101,000, 
which exceeds the energy cost budget. The project does not comply with the ECB.  

If project uses renewable energy to document compliance, add the OE1 review check to the scope  
of the review. 
 

eQUEST Reports NA 
Trane TRACE 700 LEED Summary Section 1.4 

CC3*(CR-P) Contribution of the exceptional calculations toward compliance does not exceed the allowed limits 

ECB: ECB does not limit contribution of savings documented via the exceptional calculations toward 
compliance. However, since exceptional calculations often involve spreadsheets developed by  
the permit applicant and are not peer-reviewed, AHJ may choose to use a similar approach as  
described for PRM. 

PRM (90.1 Section G2.5): When the simulation program does not model a design, material, or device  
of the proposed design, an approved exceptional calculation method may be used. The total  
exceptional savings must not account for more than half of the difference between the baseline  
building performance and the proposed building performance. The calculation must be done  
using energy cost units.  

Example 
Q: The modeled baseline energy cost is $100,000 and the modeled proposed energy cost is $92,000.  
In addition, the submittal includes $7,000 savings from a ventilated façade which could not be modeled 
in the simulation tool. The savings were determined using the exceptional calculations and documented 
as required in 90.1 Section G2.5. What proposed building performance should be used to calculate PRM 
compliance following 90.1 Section G1.2.2?  

A: The difference between the baseline and proposed energy cost without accounting for the 
exceptional calculations is $100,000 - $92,000 = $8,000. The savings from the exceptional  
calculations are greater than $8,000 x 0.5 = $4,000, thus the allowed contribution of the exceptional 
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calculations toward savings is capped at $4,000. The proposed energy cost that must be used in  
the compliance calculations is $92,000 - $4,000 = $88,000. The performance cost index is equal  
to $88,000 / $100,000 = 0.88. 

If project uses exceptional calculations to document compliance, add OE3 review check to the scope  
of the review. 

eQUEST Reports NA 
Trane TRACE 700 LEED Summary Section 1.4 

CC4*(CR–B,P) Combined Heat and Power (CHP) systems are modeled energy neutral, with performance credit 
limited to recovered heat 

ECB:  Based on 90.1 Table 11.5.1 #1 Column B, all building systems and equipment must be modeled 
identically in the budget and proposed design except as specifically instructed. Since 90.1 Table 11.5.1 
does not cover CHP systems, the budget building design and the proposed design must be modeled with 
the same CHP system specified for the proposed design. Following 90.1 Section 11.4.3.2, where CHP 
waste heat is recovered in the proposed design, the budget building design must be based on the energy 
source used as the backup energy source or electricity if no backup energy source has been specified. In 
the proposed design, the recovered waste heat must not be considered purchased energy and must be 
subtracted from the proposed design energy consumption, thus contributing to the performance credit.  

PRM: Based on 90.1 Table G3.1 #1 baseline building column, all building systems and equipment must 
be modeled identically in the baseline and proposed design except as specifically instructed. Since  
90.1 Appendix G does not cover CHP systems, the baseline must be modeled with the same CHP  
system specified for the proposed design. The recovered waste heat of the specified CHP system  
is not considered purchased energy and must be subtracted from the proposed design energy 
consumption following 90.1 Section G2.4.1, thus contributing to the performance credit. 

If the CHP system is modeled using exceptional calculation methods, the amount of electricity generated 
by the CHP is expected to be the same in the baseline (budget) and proposed design. The value of the 
recovered heat should be subtracted from the proposed design energy cost. Similar patterns should be 
verified in the simulation output reports if CHP is incorporated in the simulation. If the proposed design 
includes CHP system(s), add an OE2 review check to the scope of the review. 

CC5*(CR) Compliance calculations are performed as required  

ECB: The energy cost of the proposed design (design energy cost) must not exceed the energy cost 
budget (90.1 Section 11.2). Both the design energy cost and the energy cost budget must be based on 
the completed simulations and may include adjustments based on the exceptional calculation methods. 

PRM: PRM compliance calculations require separating the baseline energy cost into the baseline 
building regulated energy cost (BBREC) and baseline building unregulated energy cost (BBUEC). 
Regulated energy use is the energy used by building systems and components with requirements 
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prescribed in 90.1 Sections 5 through 10, including but not limited to interior and exterior lighting, 
service water heating, space heating, humidification, dehumidification, mechanical cooling, heat 
rejection, cooling towers, HVAC supply, return and exhaust fans, heat recovery fans and wheel  
energy, hydronic pumps, elevators, and in-building transformers. 

Unregulated energy use is the energy used by unregulated systems and components, such as energy 
used by household appliances, plug loads, custom refrigeration systems, and other systems not  
covered in 90.1 Sections 5 through 10.  

Regulated energy cost is calculated by multiplying the total baseline energy cost by the ratio of the 
regulated energy use to the total energy use for each fuel type. Unregulated energy cost is calculated  
by subtracting regulated energy cost from total energy cost.  

The reviewer must verify that the baseline energy cost is properly separated into BBREC and BBUEC and 
that the project’s performance cost index (PCI) is less than or equal to the performance cost index target 
(PCIt) calculated as described in 90.1 Section 4.2.1.1.  

The calculation is automated in the performance output tab of PRM RT (Figure 20), based on the 
simulation results for the baseline and proposed design.  

Figure 19. PRM RT Compliance Calculation  

8.5 Building Envelope (BE) 

BE1*(CR–B) Thermal properties and areas of the baseline (budget) opaque envelope are established correctly. 

The submittal must include a description of the baseline (budget) and proposed design for each opaque 
envelope assembly. In addition, PRM submittals must show the applicable prescriptive requirements of 
90.1 2013. Information that must be provided is illustrated in Figure 21, based on the PRM RT opaque 
assembly tab.  
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Figure 20. PRM RT Opaque Assembly Tab (Abstract) 

 
 
 
 
 

 

This input affects the 
baseline (budget) 
envelope requirements.  

Baseline surface type and 
construction based on the 
ECB/PRM rules. Auto-populated 
in the PRM RT 

Proposed assembly description, thermal 
properties, gross area and drawling 
reference. In PRM RT, U-value is shown 
in green if it improves over the 
prescriptive requirements of 90.1 2013  

Row is marked as 
“measure” in 
PRM RT if it’s an 
area of trade-off  

(PRM only) 90.1 
prescriptive 
requirements. Auto-
populated in PRM RT 

 
ECB (90.1 Table 11.5.1 #5, Column B): The opaque assemblies, such as roof, floors, doors, and walls must be modeled with the same heat 
capacity (the same construction) as the proposed building design and the U-factors in 90.1 Section 5.5 for new buildings or additions and  
90.1 Section 5.1.3 for alterations. When trade-offs are made between an addition and an existing building as described in the exception to  
90.1 Section 4.2.1.2, the envelope in the budget building design must reflect existing conditions prior to any retrofits that are part of the  
permit. Unconditioned envelope components must be modeled with the same properties as specified in the proposed design. 
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PRM (90.1 Table G3.1 #5): Opaque assemblies of new buildings, existing buildings, or additions shall 
conform with assemblies detailed in 90.1 Appendix A and match the appropriate assembly maximum  
U-factors in 90.1 Tables G3.4-1 through G3.4-8: 

 Roofs—Insulation entirely above deck (90.1 Section A2.2) 
 Above-grade walls—Steel-framed (90.1 Section A3.3) 
 Below-grade walls—Concrete block (90.1 Section A4) 
 Floors—Steel-joist (90.1 Section A5.3) 
 Slab-on-grade floors shall match the F-factor for unheated slabs from the same tables  

(90.1 Section A6). 

Description and assembly U-factor are auto-populated with the appropriate values for projects using  
the PRM RT. Unconditioned envelope components must be modeled in the baseline with the same 
properties as specified in the proposed design.  

Common Mistake 

 Floors of conditioned spaces adjacent to garages must be treated as exterior surfaces  
when establishing the baseline floor U-value.  

BE1*(CR-P) Thermal properties and areas of the proposed opaque envelope are established correctly. 

For the opaque envelope components, assembly description, area, and U-factors must be provided in 
the submittal as illustrated in Figure 21 and reflect design documents. The existing envelope assemblies 
of the renovation projects must be reflected in the submittal and based on the actual properties.  

Any insulated building envelope assembly that covers less than 5% of the total area of that assembly 
type (e.g., exterior walls) may be added to the area of the adjacent assembly of that same type and  
the thermal properties of the aggregated surface must reflect area-weighted average (ECB 90.1  
Table 11.5.1 #5; PRM 90.1 Table G3.1 #5).  

All uninsulated assemblies (e.g., projecting balconies, perimeter edges of intermediate floor stabs, 
concrete floor beams over parking garages, and roof parapets must be separately reported and  
either modeled as a separate surface, or by calculating the U-factor for each of these assemblies  
and averaging it with the larger adjacent surfaces using an area-weighted average method.  

Common Mistakes 

 The overall U-value insulation is established without accounting for thermal bridging,  
as required by 90.1 Section 5.5.3. For example, a steel framed wall assembly with  
R-13 insulation in the 16” on center steel framing cavity and R-3 continuous insulation  
must be reported as U-0.091 (Figure 22). 

 For tapered roof insulation, the U-value should be based on the average insulation thickness. 
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Figure 21. Proposed Envelope Properties with 90.1 

BE2*(CR-B) Baseline (budget) fenestration areas are established correctly 

The submittal must list fenestration areas in the baseline and proposed design for each building area 
type and orientation. In addition, PRM submittals must show the applicable prescriptive requirements  
of 90.1 2013. The level of detail that must be included in the submittal is illustrated in Figure 23, based 
on the PRM RT. 

ECB (90.1 Table 11.5.1 #5 c): The budget building design must have identical exterior dimensions as  
the proposed design, except when the fenestration area of the new buildings or additions exceeds  
40% of the gross exterior wall area, the budget fenestration area is reduced proportionally along  
each exposure until the total fenestration area is equal to 40%. Fenestration must be distributed  
on each face of the building in the same proportion as in the proposed design.  

Exception: When trade-offs are made between an addition and an existing building, as described in  
the exception to Section 4.2.1.2, the budget building design shall reflect existing conditions, such as 
fenestration area, prior to any revisions that are part of this permit. 

PRM (90.1 Table G3.1 Baseline Building Performance column (c) and 90.1 Table G3.1.1-1): The baseline 
fenestration area depends on the building area type in Table G3.1.1-1. For example, a 40,000 ft2 office 
building is modeled with the baseline vertical fenestration area equal to 31% of the gross above-grade 
wall area. For building types not specified in Table G3.1.1-1, such as multifamily, the baseline 
fenestration area shall be equal the proposed design or 40% of gross above-grade wall area, whichever 
is smaller. Fenestration must be distributed on each face of the building in the same proportion as in  
the proposed design.  

Exception: The fenestration area for an existing building shall equal the existing fenestration area prior 
to the proposed work and be distributed on each face of the building in the same proportions as the 
existing building. 
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Figure 22. PRM RT Fenestration Areas tab  

 
 
 
 
 

Fenestration area must be provided for each 
building area type (e.g. multifamily vs. office 

in a mixed-use occupancy) and each exposure 

Baseline (budget) fenestration area and 
Window to Wall ratios as prescribed. (Auto-

populated in PRM RT) 

Proposed gross wall and fenestration areas 
based on design documents. Cells with white 

background are auto-populated in PRM RT 
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Common Mistake 

 Based on the 90.1 Definition section, all areas (including frame) that let in lighting, such as  
windows, plastic panels, doors that are more than one half glass and glass block walls are 
considered fenestration.  

Example: A multifamily project with 58,000ft2 gross wall area including 8,000 ft2 of operable windows, 
5,000 ft2 of transparent glass block walls and 7,000 ft2 of spandrel, has fenestration area of 8,000 ft2 + 
5,000 ft2 = 13,000 ft2 (or 13,000 ft2/58,000 ft2=22% of gross exterior wall)  

BE2*(CR-P) Proposed fenestration areas are established correctly 

ECB (90.1 Table 11.5.1 No5, Column A): Fenestration area must be as shown on architectural  
drawings or as installed for existing building envelopes. 

PRM (90.1 Table G3.1 #5, Proposed Building Performance column): Fenestration area must be as  
shown on architectural drawings, or as installed for existing building envelopes.  

BE3*(CR-B) Baseline (budget) fenestration properties are established correctly  

The submittal must include a description of the baseline and proposed design for each fenestration 
assembly. In addition, PRM submittals must show the applicable prescriptive requirements of  
90.1 2013. The submittal requirements are illustrated in Figure 24, based on the PRM RT. 

ECB (90.1 Table 11.5.1 #5, Column B): Fenestration U-factor and SHGC must be based on the code 
requirements for the appropriate climate (90.1 Tables 5.5-1 to 5.5-8). The fenestration for envelope 
alterations must reflect the limitations on area, U-factor, and SHGC as described in 90.1 Section 5.1.3. 
When trade-offs are made between an addition and an existing building based on 90.1 Section 4.2.1.2, 
properties of the existing envelope in the budget building design must reflect existing conditions prior to 
any revisions that are part of the permit. Fenestration in unconditioned spaces must be modeled as 
specified for the proposed design. 

PRM (90.1 Table G3.1 #5, Baseline Building Performance column [c]): Vertical fenestration assemblies 
for new buildings, existing buildings, and additions must have U-factors and SHGC matching the 
requirements for the appropriate climate zone in 90.1 Tables G3.4-1 to 3.4-8. All vertical fenestration 
shall be assumed to be flush with the exterior wall and no shading projections shall be modeled. Manual 
window shading devices such as blinds or shades are not required to be modeled. Fenestration in 
unconditioned spaces must be modeled in the baseline as specified for the proposed design.  
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Figure 23. PRM RT Fenestration Properties Tab 

Construction type and space 
conditioning category must be 
provided for each fenestration 
assembly, as it affects baseline 
(budget) fenestration properties 

Baseline (budget) U-value, 
SHGC and VT (for ECB) must 
be provided for each 
fenestration assembly. Auto-
populated in PRM RT. 

Proposed fenestration type, properties 
and areas, based on design documents. 
Properties must be established using an 
approved method 

 

90.1 2013 prescriptive 
requirements (PRM only); 
auto-populated in PRM RT.  

 

BE3*(CR-P) Proposed fenestration properties are established correctly  

ECB, PRM: All components of the building envelope in the proposed building design must be modeled as shown on architectural drawings or as 
installed for existing building envelopes, except any building envelope assembly that covers less than 5% of the total area of that assembly type 
(e.g., vertical fenestration) need not be separately described. If not separately described, the area of that assembly must be added to the area of 
the adjacent assembly of that same type and the thermal and solar properties of the aggregated surface must reflect the area-weighted average 
(ECB 90.1 Table 11.5.1 #5; PRM 90.1 Table G3.1 #5).
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The fenestration description, U-value, SHGC and VT must reflect design documents, with the drawing 
and detail number, or specification section provided to support the review, as illustrated in Figure 24.  

Common Mistakes 

 90.1 Section 5.8.2.1 requires that performance of the windows and other fenestration products 
including U-factor, SHGC, VT, and air leakage rate is determined by a laboratory accredited  
by National Fenestration Rating Council (NFRC) or another nationally recognized rating 
authority. Fenestration U-Factor must be determined in accordance with NFRC 100; SHGC  
and VT must be determined in accordance with NFRC 200. Other approaches, such as AMCA,  
are not allowed. Default values from 90.1 Appendix A (e.g. 90.1 Table A8.2 for the vertical 
fenestration) must be used for the fenestration products for which NFRC 100 and NFRC 200  
test results are not available.  

 90.1 Section 5.8.2.2 requires that all manufactured and site-built fenestration and door  
products state the rated performance factors either on a label or a signed and dated 
manufacturer’s certificate provided with the product. If such information is not available, 
projects must use the generic values in 90.1 Table A8.1-1.  

 The NFRC standards referenced in 90.1 Section 5.8.2.3 require that the rated U-value takes  
into account properties of the entire fenestration assembly including heat loss through center  
of glass, edge of glass, sash and frame elements. This requirement is often overlooked for 
custom fenestration, with center of glass properties used in lieu of the properties of the  
entire assembly, which typically under-estimates fenestration U-value.  

 Visible Light Transmittance (VLT) is not entered for the baseline (ECB) and proposed (ECB,  
PRM) glazing. VLT affects savings from daylighting controls. Fenestration with lower SHGC 
reduces space solar heat gains (with positive impact on cooling), but often have lower VLT  
which reduces daylighting.  

BE4*(CR–B) The baseline building (budget) performance is an average of four orientations, if required 

ECB (90.1 Table 11.5.1): If the vertical fenestration area facing west or east of the proposed building 
exceeds the area limit set in 90.1 Section 5.5.4.5, then the energy cost budget shall be generated by 
simulating the budget building design with its actual orientation and again after rotating the entire 
budget building design 90, 180, and 270 degrees and then averaging the results.  

PRM (90.1 Table G3.1 #5 a): The baseline building performance must be calculated by simulating  
the building with its actual orientation and again after rotating the entire building 90, 180, and  
270 degrees, then averaging the results. The baseline building performance may be based on the  
actual building orientation (without averaging) if the building vertical fenestration area on each 
orientation varies by less than 5%; or it is demonstrated to the satisfaction of the AHJ that the  
building orientation is dictated by site considerations , such as for major renovation projects, or  
building sharing party walls with the adjacent buildings on a city block. For PRM projects, the  
averaging of four orientations is implemented in the RT. 
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BE4*(CR–P) Proposed building orientation is as specified  

Proposed building orientation must reflect the actual building exposure. 

BE5*(CR-B) Baseline (budget) infiltration rate is established correctly 

PRM (90.1 Table G3.1 No 5 b): The air leakage rate of the building envelope (I75Pa) at a fixed building 
pressure differential of 0.3 in. of water shall be 0.4 cfm/ft2. Infiltration shall be modeled using the  
same methodology, air leakage rate, and adjustments for weather and building operation in both  
the proposed design and the baseline building design. The air leakage rate of the building envelope  
shall be converted to appropriate units for the simulation program using one of the methods in  
90.1 Section G3.1.1.4. The calculations to obtain simulation inputs must be documented in the  
reporting template as illustrated in Figure 25 based on PRM RT. The template auto-populates all 
baseline values and most values for the proposed design, including the conversion from tested air 
leakage at 75Pa or 50Pa to the simulation tool inputs.  

Figure 24. PRM RT Infiltration Inputs 
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Common Mistake 

 An infiltration rate of 0.4 CFM/ft2 is entered into simulation tool without converting to normal 
wind conditions. This exaggerates infiltration related loads by about factor of 10, significantly 
increasing the heating load and any savings from air leakage reduction in the proposed design. 

ECB: Air-leakage in the budget building is not prescribed, thus any reasonable rate may be modeled.  
It is expected to be similar to the PRM rate above. Modeling unrealistically high air leakage will 
exaggerate contribution of heating energy use toward budget building performance and may  
skew compliance outcome.  

BE5*(CR-P) Proposed infiltration is established correctly. 

ECB: The same envelope air leakage rate must be modeled in the budget and proposed design;  
no trade-offs are allowed.  

PRM (90.1 Table G3.1 No 5): Infiltration rate in the proposed design must be the same as in the baseline, 
except when the whole-building air leakage testing in accordance with ASTM E779 is specified during 
design and completed after construction, the measured air leakage rate must be modeled in the 
proposed design.  

BE6(MI–B,P) Modeled thermal properties and areas of the baseline (budget) and proposed opaque envelope are as 
reported in the submittal. 

Compare thermal properties and areas of the opaque envelope entered into simulation to the values in 
the reporting template, including the following: 

 Roof area and U-value 
 Exterior wall area and U-value 
 Exposed floor area and U-value 
 Slab-on-grade, below-grade surfaces area, and U-value  

eQUEST Reports LV-D 
Trane TRACE 700 Building U-Values, Building Areas 

BE7(MI–B,P) Modeled fenestration areas for the baseline (budget) and proposed design are as reported  
in the submittal 

Compare fenestration areas entered into simulation, based on the listed simulation reports, to the 
values reported in the submittal. 

eQUEST Reports LV-D 
Trane TRACE 700 Building U-Values, Building Areas, Walls by Direction Entered Values report, Walls by 

Cardinal Direction entered values report 
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BE8(MI–B,P): Modeled baseline (budget) and proposed fenestration properties are as reported in the submittal. 

Compare the fenestration U-values, SHGC, and VT entered into the simulation tool to the values 
reported in the submittal. 

eQUEST Reports LV-D 
Trane TRACE 700 Building U-Values, Building Areas, Walls by Direction entered values report, Walls by 

Cardinal Direction entered values report 

BE9(MI–B,P) Baseline (budget) and proposed building orientation is modeled as reported in the submittal.  

Use the simulation reports to verify modeled exposure is as reported in the submittal.  

eQUEST Reports LV-D, results for the four baseline orientations must be averaged externally 
Trane TRACE 700 LEED Summary Section 1.6  

BE10(MI,MO–B,P) Baseline (budget) and proposed infiltration modeling methodology is as required; modeled 
infiltration rate reflects the values reported in the submittal. 

Use the simulation reports to verify modeled baseline (budget) and proposed infiltration rate is as  
listed in the reporting template. Ensure that both the units (CFM/SF, ACH) and the value is correct.  

eQUEST Reports LV-B 
Trane TRACE 700 Room Information entered values report 

BE11*(MO-B,P) Change in the proposed versus baseline (budget) design total annual and design loads from 
envelope components is reasonable given the difference in the proposed versus baseline (budget) envelope 
parameters reported in the submittal 

This review check verifies simulation outputs are consistent with the baseline (budget) and proposed 
envelope parameters. These rough checks do not consider factors such as thermal mass, exposure,  
and shading, so look for a general correlation and not an exact match.  

 If a given envelope component has the same or very similar thermal properties in the baseline 
(budget) and proposed design, heating and cooling losses and gains from this component should 
be the same or very similar based on the simulation outputs. For example, all ECB projects and 
most PRM projects (except for those that performed air leakage testing) must model the same 
infiltration rate in the baseline (budget) and proposed design, thus the heating /cooling losses / 
gains from infiltration should be the same or very close in the baseline and proposed 
simulations. 

 Conductive heat losses through surfaces (windows, exterior walls, roofs) should correlate to the 
surface U-value and area.  
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Example 1: Based on the submittal, the proposed roof is U-0.032, compared to U-0.063 in the  
PRM baseline. The annual heat losses through the roof in the simulation output reports should be 
substantially lower in the proposed design. Assuming the skylight area is the same in the proposed  
and baseline building, the heat loss through the baseline roof should be about twice that of the 
proposed building roof (0.063/0.032=2).  

Example 2: Based on the submittal, the proposed design has 40,000 SF of vertical fenestration with  
U-0.5; the baseline has 30,000 SF of fenestration with U-0. 5. The heat loss through windows due  
to conduction should go up. (Uprop x Aprop)/(Ubase x Abase) =(40,000*0.5)/(30,000*0.5)~1.3) 

 Solar heat gains through windows should be approximately proportional to the product of  
the window area and SHGC.  

The scope of this check depends on the reporting capabilities of the simulation tool. 

eQUEST Reports LS-C, LS-F 
Trane TRACE 700 Building Envelope Cooling Loads at Coil Peak and Building Envelope Heating Loads at Coil 

Peak 

8.6 Lighting, Interior (LI) 

The reporting template may include a checklist for the modeler to confirm that the specified code 
requirements are met, as illustrated in Figure 26, based on the PRM RT general lighting tab.  

Figure 25. PRM RT Modeler Checklist 
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The reporting template that contains a description of the baseline (budget) and proposed design and 
simulation output allows the automation of some of the checks, as illustrated in Figure 27. 

Figure 26. Interior Lighting Checks in the PRM RM Quality Assurance Tab 

The details that must be included in the submittal are illustrated in Figure 28, based on the PRM RT 
lighting counts tab. The inputs are summarized by space type on the general lighting tab of the PRM RT 
(Figure 29). 
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Figure 27. PRM RT Lighting Counts tab 

Fixture counts from lighting schedules and 
manufacture’s rated wattage 

Drawing # where lighting 
ount can be verified 

Floor area of the thermal 
block used to calculate LPD 

OS Type is the list box 
based on the options in 
90.1; selection 
determines OS Credit, 
based on Table 

Proposed lighting is 
modeled equal to the 
baseline if it’s not fully 
specified, or exempt from 
the lighting requirements  

Proposed LPD (based on fixture wattages and counts) and baseline LPD 
(based on Table G3.7) to be modeled for each thermal block.  

User selects from a list box 
with space types from 
90.1 Table G3.7 

AHJ may request modeler to 
document thermal block naming 

convention to simplify cross-check 
between model reports and submittal  
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Figure 28. Lighting Summary on the General Lighting Tab of the PRM RT 

LI1*(CR-B) Baseline (budget) Lighting Power Density (LPD) is established correctly for spaces where proposed 
lighting is fully specified. 

ECB (90.1 Table 11.5.1 #6): The budget LPD must be determined using the same categorization 
procedure (building area or space-by-space method) and categories as the proposed design, with 
lighting power set equal to the maximum allowed for the corresponding method and category in 90.1 
Section 9.2. Lighting in the proposed design that is specifically exempted in 90.1 Section 9.1.1, 9.2.2.3, or 
90.1 Section 9.4.2 must be modeled in the baseline the same as in the proposed design. Exempt lighting, 
decorative and retail display lighting allowance can only be claimed if it is specified in addition to a 
general lighting and is separately controlled. 

PRM (90.1 Table G3.1 #6): The baseline LPD must be established using the space-by-space method 
based on 90.1 Table G3.7. Lighting in the proposed design that is specifically exempted in 90.1  
Section 9.1.1, 9.2.2.3, or 9.4.2 must be modeled in the baseline the same as in the proposed design. 

Common Mistake 

 Baseline LPD increased to include decorative lighting allowance 

PRM: the baseline LPD is always based on the values in 90.1 Table G3.7. There are no provisions for  
any additional allowances. 

ECB: the baseline may be increased to include additional wattage up to the decorative lighting 
allowance specified in 90.1 Section 9.6.2 only if it meets the requirement of this section  
(e.g., installed in addition to the general lighting, automatically controlled separately from  
the general lighting, and turned off during nonbusiness hours).  

Example: 
The proposed design includes decorative wall sconces in the corridors of the multifamily building.  
The sconces are controlled separately from the general ceiling lighting and have 0.7 W/ft2 LPD  
calculated as described in 90.1 Section 9.1.3 and 90.1 Section 9.1.4.  
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ECB: If the project used the space-by-space method, 0.7 W/ft2 can be added to the budget corridor  
LPD allowance. If the project uses the building area method, lighting in the budget design cannot be 
increased to include the decorative allowance. The proposed design must be modeled as specified and 
include both general and decorative lighting.  

PRM: the decorative lighting allowance cannot be added to the baseline. The proposed design must  
be modeled as specified and include both general and decorative lighting.  

 Baseline (budget) LPD is based on an incorrect space type. 
Using incorrect space type in 90.1 Table G3.7 (PRM) or 90.1 Section 9.6.1 (ECB) may lead to an 
exaggerated baseline LPD allowance. For example, the project may include a large space (e.g., 
in the basement) that houses some mechanical equipment on one side, but it is mostly used for 
storage. Establishing the baseline LPD by applying the allowance for the electrical/mechanical 
space type (1.5W/SF based on Table G3.7 with PRM; 0.97 W/SF based on 90.1 Table 9.6.1 with 
Note 7 for ECB) to the entire space is incorrect. Instead, the baseline/budget allowance must be 
established by breaking the space into sub-spaces, as described in 90.1 Section 9.6.1 (a), with 
the storage room lighting allowance (0.63 W/SF ECB, 0.80 W/SF PRM) used for a portion of the 
space. If project has a significant (e.g., more than 30%) LPD reduction in the proposed design 
compared to the prescriptive requirements of 90.1 2013, AHJ may request more details on 
space use, or ask for the illuminance levels provided by specified fixtures, to be compared to 
the IESNA-recommended illuminance levels for the selected space type.  
 

 The baseline (budget) LPD is used in conjunction with an exaggerated floor area. 
Floor area of each space type used in the lighting calculations must be the sum of the  
floor areas of the lighted spaces within the building, including basements, mezzanine, and 
intermediate-floored tiers and penthouses with a headroom height of 7.5 ft or greater. It is 
measured from the exterior faces of exterior walls or from the centerline of walls separating 
buildings, but excludes covered walkways, open roofed-over areas, porches and similar spaces, 
pipe trenches, exterior terraces or steps, chimneys, roof overhangs, and similar features.  

LI1*(CR-P) Proposed LPD is established correctly for spaces where lighting is fully specified. 

ECB (90.1 Table 11.5.1 #6), PRM (90.1 Table G3.1 #6) 

 Where a complete lighting system exists (e.g., in a renovation project where lighting is left as is), 
the actual lighting power must be modeled for each thermal block. 

 Where a lighting system has been designed, lighting power must be determined in accordance 
with 90.1 Sections 9.1.3 and 9.1.4.  

 Lighting system power shall include all lighting system components shown or provided for  
on plans (including lamps, ballasts, task fixtures and furniture mounted fixtures). 
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Following 90.1 Section 9.1.3 and 9.1.4, the wattage must include all power used by the fixtures  
including lamps, ballasts, transformers, and control devices and be based on the manufacturers’  
labeled maximum wattage of the luminaire. Some exceptions may apply (90.1 Sections 9.1.1, 9.1.3, 
9.1.4, 9.2.2.3, 9.4.2). 

Example: Wall sconces installed in the corridors of a multifamily building are specified with two  
18W CFL bulbs with manufacturers’ rated wattage of 120 W based on incandescent bulbs. The  
120W per fixture must be used in the LPD calculations for the proposed design, unless the installed 
fixtures are relabeled by the manufacturer based on the CFL lamps. Thus, unless all specified fixtures 
reflect the maximum rated wattage, or the fixtures are relabeled by the manufacturer, the total  
fixture wattages specified on the lighting drawings will typically be lower than the wattages required  
for lighting compliance calculations.  

Common Mistakes 

 Fixture wattage is not based on a complete fixture, including lamp and ballast. 
 Track lighting is not calculated according to the allowed methods as described in  

90.1 Section 9.1.4. 

LI2*(CR-B) Baseline (budget) LPD is established correctly for spaces where lighting in the proposed design is not 
specified or partially specified  

ECB (90.1 Table 11.5.1 #6): The budget lighting power density is the same as in spaces with fully 
specified lighting. 

PRM (90.1 Table G3.1 #6): The baseline lighting must be modeled based on 90.1 Table G3.7, same as for 
areas where lighting is fully specified.  

LI2*(CR-P) Proposed LPD is established correctly for spaces where lighting is not specified or partially specified  

Lighting is often not specified in core and shell projects. Furthermore, the specified fixtures may not  
be intended to provide full lighting in the space, such as in residential occupancies including hotels, 
dormitories, and multifamily buildings. For example, in hotel guestrooms, hard-wired fixtures may be 
specified in bathrooms and hallways and supplemented by plug-in table or floor lamps. These plug-in 
fixtures are often not shown on the lighting drawings, or the lighting plans may refer to the power and 
furniture plans for supplemental and task lighting. This review check addresses such scenarios. 

ECB (90.1 Table 11.5.1 #6, Column A, #c): Where no lighting exists or is specified, lighting power shall be 
determined in accordance with the building area method for the appropriate building type, based on the 
allowances in 90.1 Section 9. Areas with partial lighting are not specifically addressed in 90.1 and may be 
treated as areas with no specified lighting.  
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PRM (90.1 Table G3.1 #6, proposed Column, #c): Where lighting neither exists nor is submitted  
with design documents, lighting power must be modeled as meeting but not exceeding prescriptive 
requirements of 90.1 Section 9, building area method. Since lighting power density in dwelling units  
is not prescribed in 90.1 Section 9, AHJ may allow using the methodology described in the EPA Energy 
Star® Multifamily High-rise Simulation Guidelines23 Section 6.3.3.1.  

LI3*(CR–B) Baseline(budget) lighting controls are established correctly  

ECB (90.1 Table 11.5.1 #6 e, f): Mandatory lighting controls required in 90.1 Section 9.4.1 must be 
included in budget design and modeled using the same methodology for both.  

Daylighting controls must be modeled explicitly in the simulation tool, or as an adjustment determined 
by a separate approved analysis. The standard does not specify the schedule adjustments to be used  
for capturing occupancy sensor savings, thus the values from Table G3.7 Occupancy Sensor Reduction 
column should be used.  

PRM (90.1 Table G3.1 #6): No occupancy or daylighting controls should be modeled, except the lighting 
schedules for the employee lunch and break rooms, conference/meeting rooms and classrooms (not 
including shop classrooms, laboratory classrooms, and preschool through 12th-grade classrooms)  
must reflect the reduced runtime hours due to occupancy sensors.  

LI3*(CR–P) Proposed lighting controls are reported as specified  

ECB (90.1 Table 11.5.1 #6) Design documents must include lighting controls required in 90.1 Section 
9.4.1, since these requirements are mandatory. Only the lighting controls in the proposed design  
that exceed the minimum requirements of 90.1 Section 9.4.1 may be different in the proposed design 
compared to the baseline. Examples of controls that exceed the minimum requirements include sensors 
and daylighting controls where they are not required in 90.1 Section 9.4.1, manual on control where  
it is not required, automatic full off where only partial off is required, continuous dimming where not 
required, and lumen maintenance controls. 

Daylighting controls must be modeled explicitly in the simulation tool or as an adjustment determined 
by a separate approved analysis. The standard does not specify the schedule adjustments to be used for 
capturing occupancy sensor savings, thus the values from 90.1 Table G3.7 Occupancy Sensor Reduction 
column should be used.  

PRM (90.1 Table G3.1 #6): The specified daylighting controls must be modeled explicitly in the 
simulation tool, or through an adjustment determined by a separate approved analysis. Other specified 
automatic lighting controls included in the proposed design must be modeled by reducing the lighting 
schedule each hour by the occupancy sensor reduction factors in 90.1 Table G3.7, including notes b  
and c following the table.  

                                                           
23  https://www.energystar.gov/ia/partners/bldrs_lenders_raters/downloads/mfhr/ENERGY_STAR_MFHR_ 

Simulati0n_Guidelines_AppG2016.pdf?f7f2-5989 

https://www.energystar.gov/ia/partners/bldrs_lenders_raters/downloads/mfhr/ENERGY_STAR_MFHR_Simulati0n_Guidelines_AppG2016.pdf?f7f2-5989
https://www.energystar.gov/ia/partners/bldrs_lenders_raters/downloads/mfhr/ENERGY_STAR_MFHR_Simulati0n_Guidelines_AppG2016.pdf?f7f2-5989
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Common Mistakes 

 Mandatory lighting controls are not specified in the proposed design. 
The lighting control requirements in 90.1 2013 are significantly more comprehensive  
compared to 90.1 2010; for example, many spaces with windows must have daylighting 
controls. The lighting controls are mandatory and must be specified where required.  

 Credit for daylighting and OS must only be applied to the portion of lighting in each  
thermal block that is under control and not to all lighting in the thermal block. 

LI4(MI-B,P) Baseline (budget) and proposed wattage entered into simulation tool reflects values reported  
in the submittal.  

Proposed and baseline (budget) LPDs and floor areas may be correctly reported in the submittal, but  
not match the modeling inputs. For example, there may be a difference in the areas of different space 
types reported in the submittal compared to what was modeled due to incorrect assignment of the 
space types to the modeled thermal blocks. Depending on the reporting capabilities of the simulation 
tool, the following steps should be followed to verify the inputs.  

 Review simulation input reports to confirm total modeled baseline (budget) and proposed 
wattage reported in the submittal match the total modeled wattage.  

 Spot-check simulation reports showing inputs for individual spaces or thermal blocks to  
confirm entered baseline (budget) and proposed LPDs reflect the reported values. Focus  
on the larger thermal blocks with high-lighting wattage, as input discrepancies for these  
thermal blocks may be impactful.  

Some of the modeled thermal blocks may include spaces of different types, thus the modeled baseline 
(budget) LPD for some thermal blocks may represent area-weighted average of the LPDs prescribed  
by the standard for individual space types. For example, if 75% of the floor area in a thermal block is  
an office occupancy (1.1 W/SF PRM baseline LPD) and the remaining 25% is a restroom occupancy  
(0.9 W/SF PRM baseline LPD), the baseline LPD of 1.1*0.75+0.9*0.25=1.05 W/SF should be modeled.  

eQUEST Reports LV-B, CSV Space Loads Report 
Trane TRACE 700 Room Information entered values report 

LI5(MO-B,P) Interior lighting peak demand is consistent with the baseline (budget) and proposed lighting wattage 
reported in the submittal 

The interior lighting peak demand is the maximum modeled interior lighting load (kW) based on the 
simulation reports. The lighting peak demand may not coincide with the building peak demand; for 
example, in a multifamily building, the peak electricity demand may occur on a hot summer afternoon 
when the cooling load is the highest, while the maximum lighting load occurs in the evening or at night,  
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when most of the lighting in apartments, corridors, and stairwells is on. Peak lighting demand depends 
on the modeled lighting wattage, the hourly lighting schedule, adjustments to the hourly schedule  
to reflect reduced runtime due to occupancy sensors (if applicable) and modeled daylighting controls. 
The modeled peak lighting demand (PLD) reported in the simulation output reports can be used to 
perform QC checks:  

 PLD base > LTW base indicates an error in the baseline model that should be flagged. The non-
coincident peak demand cannot exceed the maximum wattage reported in the submittal. The  
model inputs or the baseline lighting wattage reported in the submittal must be corrected.  

PLD = noncoincident peak lighting demand [kW] 
LTW = total lighting wattage listed in the submittal [kW] 

 PLD prop < 0.7 x LTW prop should be flagged and questioned in the review comments, because  
it may indicate that the modeled proposed lighting energy use is underestimated. A 0.7 
multiplier reflects the typical reduction in lighting demand due to modeled schedules  
(not all lighting fixtures are on all the time), occupancy, and daylighting controls.  

eQUEST Reports PS-E 
Trane TRACE 700 LEED Summary Section 1.6 

LI6(MO-B,P) Modeled lighting runtime hours are realistic  

90.1 Section 9.4.1.1 requires that most non-emergency lights are turned off during unoccupied  
periods. Furthermore, during the hours when the building is occupied, not all lights are on all the  
time. The effective full load hours (EFLH) should be estimated and compared to the typical values  
for common building types included in Appendix A of the Manual.  

EFLH base ~ LEU base / LTW base          

EFLH budget ~ LEU budget / PLD budget         

LEU = annual lighting energy use from simulation output reports[kWh] 

The EFLH significantly higher (e.g., 20%) than those provided in Appendix A may be explained by 
nonstandard building operation (e.g., an office building occupied 16 hours a day). The contribution  
of lighting toward the overall building energy cost is misrepresented in projects with the standard 
operating conditions, but it is significantly different EFLH compared to Appendix A. Too high EFLH 
exaggerates lighting-related performance penalty/credit. Too low EFLH underestimates lighting 
penalty/credit. 

eQUEST Reports BEPU 
Trane TRACE 700 LEED Summary Section 1.6 
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LI7*(MO-B,P) The difference in the interior lighting annual energy use of the baseline(budget) and proposed design  
is reasonable 

The difference between the baseline (budget) and proposed annual lighting energy use (kWh) is driven 
by the difference in the lighting wattages and controls of the two models. The expected patterns are 
described as follows:  

LTW prop / LTW budget ~ LEUprop / LEU budget * LCC 

LCC = proposed design lighting controls credit 

For PRM, LCC=0.6 may be assumed (i.e., ~40% reduction in lighting energy due to 90.1 2013 mandatory 
lighting controls and any additional controls that are specified). For ECB, LCC=1 if the proposed design 
does not have any lighting controls in addition to those required by 90.1 2013, or ~ 0.9 if additional 
lighting controls are specified. The expected change in lighting energy use may be different on projects 
using space-by-space method.   

Example 1: 60,000 SF dormitory building includes 30,000 SF of dorm rooms (dormitory living quarters 
space type) with 0.3 W/SF specified lighting and 30,000 SF corridors (corridor space type) with 0.8 W/SF 
specified lighting. Corridor lighting has bilevel occupancy sensor controls meeting the minimum 
requirements in 90.1 Table 9.6.1. The project follows ECB and uses the building area method for the 
lighting calculations 

Based on 90.1 Table 9.5.1, the building area allowance is 0.61W/SF (90.1 Table 9.5.1). This LPD must be 
modeled for all spaces in the budget model. The proposed LPD is (30,000 x 0.3+30,000 x 0.8) / 60,000 = 
0.55 and must be modeled in all spaces. The annual lighting energy use in the proposed design is 
expected to be 0.55/0.61 ~ 90% of the budget lighting energy use. 

Example 2: Same project as in Example 1, but space-by-space method is used. 90.1 Table 9.6.1 has an 
allowance of 0.54 W/SF for dormitory living quarters and 0.66 W/SF for corridors. Lights are typically  
on 3-4 hours per day in the living quarters and 24 hours per day in corridors. Based on 90.1 Table G3.7, 
bi-level lighting controls in corridors result in 25% runtime reduction that will be applied to both  
the budget and proposed lighting. Based on the assumptions, the proposed lighting energy use is 
expected to be (0.3 x 30,000 x 4 + 0.8 x 30,000 x 24 x (1 - 0.25)/(0.54 x 30,000 x 4 + 0.66 x 30,000 x 24 x 
(1 - 0.25) ~ 110% of the budget lighting energy use. 

eQUEST Reports BEPU 
Trane TRACE 700 LEED Summary Section 1.6 

8.7 Lighting, Exterior (LE) 

A checklist is included in the reporting template to confirm the applicable rules were followed, as 
illustrated in Figure 30, based on the PRM RT general lighting tab. The exterior lighting details that  
must be included in the submittal are illustrated in Figure 31.  
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Figure 29. Exterior Lighting Modeler Checklist (PRM RT General Lighting tab) 

Figure 30. Exterior Lighting Inputs (PRM RT General Lighting tab) 

User must select tradeable 
application type from the drop-down 
list, end enter the area or length.  

Baseline model 
inputs are 
auto-
populated in 
PRM RT  

Proposed lighting entered by user 
based on design documents, auto-
formatted in red if worse than 
allowances in 90.1 Section 9 and 
in green if better 

Auto-
populated 
based on 
Table 
9.4.2-2. 
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LE1*(CR-B) Baseline (budget) Exterior Lighting Power is established correctly 

ECB: Exterior lighting is not a trade-off opportunity and must be modeled the same in the Budget 
building as specified in the proposed design.  

PRM: Exterior lighting in areas identified as “Tradable Surfaces” in 90.1 Table G3.6 must be modeled 
with the lighting power shown in 90.1 Table G3.6. Other exterior lighting, including lighting of building 
facades, must be modeled the same in the baseline as specified for the proposed design.  

When the proposed design includes exterior lighting serving one of the surface types included in the 
tradeable surfaces groups, then the baseline will include exterior lighting for those surfaces with power 
determined using the values in the table and the surface area designed to be illuminated. The area that 
should be included in the calculation of baseline lighting power is the area of the surface in the 
proposed building that is illuminated to some industry standard, such as the IESNA Handbook. It is the 
responsibility of the design team to identify the illumination design standard and the area illuminated, 
as shown in Figure 32.  

Figure 31. Illuminated Areas in the Proposed Design 
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Only areas of façade that are illuminated without obstruction are included in the illuminated area.  
Each portion of the illuminated area must only be assigned one lighting application consistent with the 
actual use of the area. Any overlapping area of another lighting application, such as a pathway crossing 
the parking lot, must be subtracted from the area of the other lighting application. The allowed area of  
a site roadway, driveway, sidewalk, walkway, or bikeway must be determined as either the actual paved 
area plus five feet on either side of the centerline path of travel; or a 25-foot-wide area running along 
the axis of the path of travel and including as much of the paved area of the site roadway, driveway, 
sidewalk, walkway, or bikeway as possible.24  

Common Mistakes 

 Modeling different exterior lighting between the budget and proposed design with the  
ECB path. 

 Including areas of the proposed design that are not illuminated, or incorrectly accounting  
for partially illuminated areas, when calculating the baseline exterior lighting power. For 
example, if proposed design has an uncovered parking lot that has no lighting specified, the 
exterior lighting allowance for the uncovered parking areas in 90.1 Table G3.6 cannot be 
included in the baseline. 

 Double-counting areas when calculating the baseline exterior lighting power allowance. For 
example, the baseline lighting allowance for the walkway that crosses an illuminated parking  
lot can be determined based on the parking lot allowance, or walkway allowance in 90.1  
Table G3.6, but not both. If walkway allowance is used, the walkway area calculated, as 
previously described, must be subtracted from the parking lot area used to calculate the  
parking lot baseline lighting allowance.  

 Modeling baseline lighting for non-tradeable surfaces based on the full allowance in 90.1  
Table 3.6. The baseline non-tradeable lighting must be modeled as specified in 90.1 Table G3.6 
or based on the proposed lighting for each non-tradeable application, whichever is lower. 

LE1*(CR-P) Proposed Exterior Lighting Power is established correctly 

Where complete lighting system exists (e.g., in a renovation project where lighting is left as is), the 
actual lighting power must be modeled. Where a lighting system has been designed, lighting power 
must be determined in accordance with 90.1 Sections 9.1.3 and 9.1.4. The input wattage of specified 
fixtures must include all power used by the fixture including lamps, ballasts, transformers, and control 
devices and be based on the manufacturers’ labeled maximum wattage of the luminaire. The lamp and 
ballast combination shown on drawings may result in lower input wattage than the maximum rated and 
cannot be used for compliance calculations.  

                                                           
24  California Title 24 
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Common Mistakes 

 Proposed fixture wattage is based on the specified lamps and not the manufacturer’s labeled 
maximum wattage of the luminaire 

 The total specified tradeable wattage exceeds the tradeable wattage allowance in 90.1 Table 
9.4.2-2. The exterior lighting requirements are mandatory and must be met by the proposed 
design.  

 The specified wattage for the individual applications identified in 90.1 Table 9.4.2-2 as non-
tradeable, such as building facades, exceed the individual maximums prescribed in the table.  
By the virtue of being non-tradeable and mandatory, proposed design must meet each 
individual allowance to comply with the energy code.  

 Exterior lighting wattage is excluded for compliance calculations. Submittals with no exterior 
lighting should be flagged. 

LE2 (MI,MO-B,P) Baseline (budget) and Proposed Lighting Power is correctly entered into simulation tool  

Depending on the reporting capabilities of the simulation tool used on the project, inputs can be  
verified in the input or output reports, as follows: 

 Use simulation input reports to verify the exterior lighting wattage entered into the  
simulation tool matches the wattage reported in the submittal 

 Use simulation output reports to verify modeled lighting peak demand is either equal to the 
exterior lighting wattage reported in the submittal or is slightly lower than the reported wattage 
if the maximum modeled schedule fraction is less than 1 (e.g., no more than 90% of the total 
installed lighting is ever lit). The exterior lighting peak demand occurs at night and does not 
coincide with the building overall electricity peak, which occurs in the late afternoon for most 
building types. 

PLD <= LTW    

PLD [kW] = peak exterior lighting demand based on the simulation output reports  

LTW [kW] = design exterior lighting wattage reported in the submittal  

The check should be performed for both the baseline (budget) and proposed design.  

eQUEST Reports PS-E 
Trane TRACE 700 LEED Summary Section 1.4, Plant Information entered values report 
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LE3(MI,MO–B,P) Exterior Lighting runtime hours are reasonable and the same between the baseline (budget) and 
proposed design 

Exterior lighting must be controlled to turn off when sufficient lighting is available. In addition,  
following 90.1 Section 9.4.1.4, it must be turned off or operate at wattage reduced by at least  
30% during non-business hours. These controls are mandatory and must be specified on all projects.  

Neither PRM nor ECB allow modeling different lighting controls between the baseline (budget) and 
proposed design; thus, the same lighting runtime hours must be used in both models. The modeled 
exterior lighting runtime may be up to 12 hours per day (4,380 hours per year) for facilities opened  
24/7, such as hospitals. Lower runtime (e.g., six hours per day) is expected for other building types  
due to lighting control requirements in 90.1 Section 9.4.1.4. Exterior lighting runtime exceeding  
these values should be flagged. 

EFLH= LEU / LTW < 4380          
EFLH base = EFLH prop  

 
EFLH [hrs/yr] = exterior lighting effective full load hours 
LEU [kWh] = annual exterior lighting energy use, based on the simulation output reports 

          
eQUEST Reports BEPU 
Trane TRACE 700 LEED Summary Section 1.6 

LE4*(MO–B,P) Difference between the baseline (budget) and proposed exterior lighting energy is as expected 

ECB: Since exterior lighting is not a trade-off opportunity, the annual exterior lighting kWh must  
be the same in the budget and proposed design. 

PRM: Since only the installed exterior lighting wattage and not the exterior lighting controls, are  
the opportunity for trade-offs, the difference in the annual exterior lighting use between the baseline 
and proposed design should be directly proportional to the difference in the exterior lighting wattage 
reported in the submittal. For example, if the proposed exterior lighting wattage reported in the 
submittal is 20% lower than the baseline, the proposed exterior lighting kWh is expected to be 20% 
lower than the baseline. 

PRM:  LTW prop / LTW base = LEU prop / LEU base       

ECB:  LEU prop = LEU budget  

eQUEST Reports BEPU 
Trane TRACE 700 LEED Summary Section 1.6 
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8.8 Miscellaneous Loads (ML) 

The ML category includes receptacle loads, non-HVAC motors, process loads, refrigeration equipment, 
elevators and other systems and components not covered in other sections of this Manual. Some of 
these systems, such as certain refrigeration equipment and elevators, are regulated by 90.1, while 
others are not.  

ML1*(CR–B,P) Baseline (budget) and Proposed energy use associated with the miscellaneous loads is established 
correctly 

ECB: All building systems and components within and associated with the building must be modeled 
(90.1 Table 11.5.1 #12), unless specifically excluded by 90.1 Table 11.5.1 Section 13 and 14 and must  
be the same in the budget design as specified in the proposed design (90.1 Table 11.5.1#1).  

PRM: All building systems and components within, and associated with, the building must be modeled 
and be the same in the baseline as in the proposed design (90.1 Table G3.1#1, G3.1 #12). Motors 1 HP or 
larger (90.1 Table G3.1 #12), distribution transformers (90.1 Table G3.1 #15), elevators (90.1 Table G3.1 
#16), and certain refrigeration systems (90.1 Table G3.1 #17) may be modeled differently between the 
baseline and proposed designs.  

ML2(MO–B,P) Modeled baseline (budget) and proposed miscellaneous loads energy use is reasonable 

Table 1, misc. equipment column shows the typical site EUI of the miscellaneous loads in common types 
of commercial buildings. The EUI of the project may differ from the typical due to difference in operating 
conditions (e.g., longer than typical operating hours), or differences in building use. For example, hotels 
with dining facilities will have higher ML EUI than hotels without restaurants.  

Even though ML must be the same between ECB budget and proposed designs and only the limited 
trade-off opportunities are available with PRM, the values which are significantly different from typical 
(e.g., by more than 25%) should be flagged and explanation requested, because of the impact of ML on 
heating and cooling use. Unreasonably high ML EUI will result in exaggerated internal heat gain, under-
estimating the impact of any heating-related trade-offs (e.g., lowering the penalty from inefficient 
heating system type in the proposed design) and magnifying impact of cooling-related tradeoffs (e.g., 
exaggerating savings from specified economizer in the climate zones where it does not have to be 
modeled in the baseline (budget) design).  

eQUEST Reports BEPU 
Trane TRACE 700 Energy Cost Budget report 

ML3*(MO–B,P) The difference in the baseline (budget) and proposed ML energy use is as expected 

Submittal must include an explanation if simulation outputs indicate a difference between the baseline 
(budget) and proposed ML energy use.  
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Common Mistakes 

 Modeling different ML between ECB budget and proposed design 
 Modeling differences in ML between the baseline and proposed design beyond those allowed  

in 90.1 Table G3.1 #12, #15, #16 and #17. 

eQUEST Reports BEPU 
Trane TRACE 700 Energy Cost Budget report 

8.9 Service Water Heating (SWH) 

Submittal requires a description of the baseline (budget) and proposed SWH equipment and pumps. In 
addition, PRM submittals must show the applicable prescriptive requirements of 90.1 2013. Information 
that must be provided is illustrated in Figure 33, based on the PRM RT Service Water Heating tab.  

Figure 32. Service Water Heating Details (PRM RT Service Water Heating tab) 

Review checks may be automated in the reporting template such as PRM RT, as illustrated in Figure 34. 
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Figure 33. Service Water Heating QC checks in PRM RT 

SWH1*(CR-B) Baseline (budget) SWH system type, efficiency and capacity is established correctly  

ECB (90.1 Table 11.5.1 #11): The SWH system type and fuel must be the same as in the proposed  
design, except a dedicated SWH system must be modeled if the proposed design has a combination 
space/service water heating system. Storage tank volume in the budget design must be the same as in 
the proposed design. The SWH system performance must minimally meet the criteria specified in  
90.1 Table 7.8. Any 24-hour facilities that meet the prescriptive criteria in 90.1 Section 6.5.6.2 must  
have condenser heat recovery.  

PRM (90.1 Table G3.1 #11): The SWH system type and fuel must be as prescribed in 90.1 Table G3.1.1-2 
based on the building type, irrespective of system type and fuel source in the proposed design. For 
example, all multifamily occupancies have a central gas storage water heater and all office occupancies 
have a central electric resistance storage water heater. In mixed use buildings, such as in a building with 
multifamily occupancy on the top 10 floors and office occupancy on the lower three floors, a separate 
baseline SWH system type must be modeled for each occupancy. Storage tank volume in the budget 
design must be the same as in the proposed design. Large, non-residential 24-hour facilities may be 
affected by condenser heat recovery; Table G3.1 #11 (e).  

SWH1*(CR-P) Proposed SWH system type, efficiency and capacity is established correctly 

The proposed SWH system type, fuel, and efficiency shown in the reporting template must reflect  
design documents. 

SWH2*(CR–B,P) Difference in the baseline (budget) and proposed hot water demand is as allowed 

ECB: The amount of service hot water consumed in the building is not a trade-off opportunity and  
must be modeled the same in the budget building and the proposed design.  
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PRM (90.1 Table G3.1 h): Service water heating load must be the same for the proposed and baseline 
building design, except due to use of the following technologies:  

 Water conservation measures that reduce the physical volume of service water required. For 
example, on projects with low-flow fixtures, hot water demand in the proposed design may  
be reduced to reflect the lower flow rates of the installed fixtures compared to the maximum  
flow allowed by the Energy Policy Act 1992 (EPACT 1992). In residential occupancies, the  
reduction may be calculated as follows:25  

HW_Demandprop = HW_Demandbaseline*(0.36+0.54*LFS/2.5+0.1*LFF/2.5)  

HW_Demand [Gal/day] = amount of hot water consumed daily  

0.36 = fraction of hot water consumption that is volume-dominated (e.g., filling up a 
bath tub) and not affected by installation of low flow fixtures 

0.54 = fraction of hot water consumption associated with showers 

0.1 = fraction of hot water consumption associated with kitchen and bathroom faucets 

LFS [GPM80psi] = rated flow rate of the low-flow showerheads specified on the drawings  

LFF[GPM80psi] = rated flow rate of the low-flow faucets specified on the drawings 

 Reducing the required temperature of service mixed water, such as when using alternative 
sanitizing technologies for dishwashing. 

 Increasing the temperature of the entering makeup water, such as when using heat recovery  
or thermal solar to preheat makeup water.  

SWH3(MI-B,P) Modeled baseline (budget) and proposed SWH system type, efficiency and capacity match 
parameters reported in the submittal 

Review the simulation reports to confirm that the modeled SWH system parameters are as reported  
in the submittal.  

eQUEST PS-A 
Trane TRACE 700 Plant Information entered values report 

                                                           
25  Residential Appliance Data, Assumptions and Methodology for End-Use Forecasting with EPRI-REEPS 2.1, Roland J. Hwang, Francis X. 

Johnson, Richard E. Brown, James W. Hanford and Jonathan G. Koomey http://enduse.lbl.gov/Info/LBNL-34046.pdf 

http://enduse.lbl.gov/Info/LBNL-34046.pdf
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SWH4(MO-B,P) Modeled proposed SWH effective full load hours are reasonable 

SWH effective full load hours are equal to the ratio of the annual service water heating energy use  
from the simulation outputs to the reported service water heater capacity. Effective full load hours 
which are higher than typical, included in Appendix A, may indicate that modeled service water  
heating demand exceeds the values anticipated by the design team and that the modeled service  
water heater energy use is exaggerated. EFLH exceeding typical by more than 25%, or exceeding  
8760 hours per year, should be flagged. 

eQUEST Reports BEPU 
Trane TRACE 700 Equipment Energy Consumption report 

SWH5*(MO-B,P) Difference in the baseline (budget) and proposed hot water use is reasonable based on the 
system parameters included in the submittal 

ECB: Since the budget SWH system must be of the same type and use the same fuel as the proposed 
system and the reduction in the hot water demand is not a trade-off opportunity, the difference in  
SWH energy use between the budget and proposed design depends only on the difference in  
efficiencies of the budget and proposed systems.  

SWH_Useprop * SWH_Effprop = SWH_Usebudget * SWH_Effbudget  

SWH_Use [MMBtu]  = the annual SWH use from simulation output reports 

SWH_Eff  = SWH efficiency reported in the submittal 

Projects that don’t show this pattern should be flagged and explanation and supporting documentation 
should be requested. Higher savings may be demonstrated by projects that have solar hot water 
preheat as allowed by 90.1 Section 11.4.3.1, or other means of service hot water preheat, such as use  
of condenser heat recovery, that differs between the budget and proposed design. PRM: The baseline 
SWH system may be a different type and use a different fuel than the proposed SWH system; thus, the 
annual use must be converted from the unit of fuel to MMBtu before performing the comparison. In 
addition to the system efficiencies, the annual use may be affected by the difference in hot water 
demand between the baseline and proposed design as described in SWH2 review check. Therefore,  
the following relationship is expected: 

SWH_Useprop * SWH_Effprop / HW_Demandprop = SWH_Usebaseline x SWH_Effbaseline / HW_Demandbaseline  
 
Projects that do not follow this pattern should be flagged and an explanation and supporting 
documentation should be requested. Higher savings may be demonstrated by projects using solar  
hot water preheat as allowed by 90.1 Section G2.4.1, or other means of service hot water preheat,  
such as use of condenser heat recovery that differs between the budget and proposed design and  
other technologies allowed in 90.1 Table G3.1 #11. 

eQUEST Reports BEPU 
Trane TRACE 700 Equipment Energy Consumption report 
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8.10 Air-side HVAC (AHVAC) – Proposed 

The review should focus on a sample of the air-side HVAC systems with the largest capacity and typical 
smaller systems. For example, if a multifamily project includes a rooftop unit serving common corridors 
and a water-source heat pumps serving each apartment, the rooftop unit and several representative 
heat pump systems should be reviewed. Review scope and outcome for each reviewed system should 
be documented in the Review Checklist. 

The submitted design documents must include the HVAC system parameters and controls required to 
verify compliance. Reviewer may also request product cut sheets if necessary. The level of details that 
must be provided in the reporting template for each proposed air-side system is illustrated in Figure 35 
(PRM RT, HVAC – General) and Figure 36 (PRM RT, Air-Side HVAC – Proposed). 

Figure 34. List of Proposed HVAC Systems 
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Figure 35. Proposed Air-Side System Information in PRM RT 

AHVAC1*(CR–P) Thermal blocks are established correctly 

PRM (90.1 Table G3.1 #7 - 9): Thermal blocks must be based on the HVAC zones specified in the 
proposed design. Where HVAC zones are defined on the drawings, each HVAC zone must be modeled  
as a separate thermal block. Different HVAC zones may be combined into a single thermal block if all  
of the following applies: 

 zones have similar occupancy types (e.g., include primarily office spaces)  
 have windows facing the same orientation, or their orientations vary by less than 45 degrees 
 are served by the same kind of HVAC system 
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Residential occupancies such as multifamily must be modeled using at least one thermal block per 
dwelling unit, except units facing the same orientations may be combined into one thermal block. 
Corner units and units with roof or floor loads may only be combined with units sharing the same 
features. Special rules apply to projects with no HVAC zones designed (90.1 Table G3.1 #8).  

The rules set the minimum level of details to which the project’s floor plans must be captured in  
the model. HVAC zone may include one or more spaces where indoor conditions (e.g., temperature)  
are maintained by a single sensor (e.g., thermostat). The project submittal must include a diagram 
showing thermal blocks drawn over the HVAC plans. Projects with fewer than 15 thermal blocks  
should be flagged, as it may indicate that the modeled floor plan was oversimplified.  

Example: A 10-story multifamily building with eight apartments, corridor, and stairwells on each floor 
(Figure 37) would be modeled with 27 thermal blocks (highlighted in red), including nine thermal blocks 
on top and bottom floors and another nine thermal blocks on a typical middle floor to which a multiplier 
of eight is applied to indicate that there are eight such floors in the building.  
 
Figure 36. Thermal Blocks in a Multifamily building 

1 2 

4 5 6 

3 

7 8 

9 

ECB (90.1 Table 11.5.1): Same as for PRM.  

AHVAC2*(CR–P) All specified air-side HVAC systems are reported in the submittal 

Each HVAC system shown on mechanical schedules must be included in the reporting template.  
 
Common Mistake 

 Some systems shown on mechanical schedules are not reported. For example, electric 
resistance unit heaters and baseboards are often specified for mechanical rooms, stairwells,  
and bathrooms. If electric resistance heaters are shown on project’s mechanical schedules,  
they must be included in the reporting template. 

AHVAC3*(CR–P) Reported cooling system capacities are as specified 

Cooling system capacities shown in the reporting template must reflect design documents and  
cut sheets.  
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AHVAC4*(CR–P) Reported heating system capacities are as specified 

Heating system capacities shown in the reporting template must reflect design documents  
and cut sheets.  

 
AHVAC5*(CR–P) Reported DX cooling system efficiencies are as specified, and calculations are provided  
to show efficiency with fan power extracted 

Efficiencies shown in the reporting template for each system must match design documents  
or cut sheets.  

For DX systems, efficiency entered into the simulation tool (COPnfcool) must be based on the applicable 
rated efficiency (EER, SEER, HSPF, or COP) from equipment manufacturer and exclude fan power at  
the AHRI test conditions, as illustrated in the following example. These calculations must be included  
in the submittal. 

Example: The specified air-handling unit has the following rated performance based on the 
manufacturer’s catalog: 

Gross Cooling Capacity – Full Load [Btu/hr] 103,000 
EER / IEER 12.6 / 22.5 
AHRI Net Cooling Capacity – Full Load [Btu/hr] 99,000 
System Power [kW] 7.86 

Indoor Fan Power [W] = (Gross Cooling [Btu/h] – Net Cooling [Btu/h])/3.413 [Btu/h x W] =  
(103,000-99,000)/3.412=1,172 [W] 

COPnfcool = Gross Cooling [Btu/h] / ((System Power [W] – Indoor Fan Power[W])*3.412[Btu/h x W] = 
103,000/((7,860 – 1,172)*3.412)=0.2214 

AHVAC6*(CR–P) Reported air-side heating system efficiencies are as specified  

The reporting template must list the rated system efficiency and other impactful metric pertinent to  
the actual system performance. For example, air-source heat pumps often operate in the heat pump 
mode only down to 35ºF and use electric resistance heating at the lower temperatures. Reviewers 
should request equipment cut sheets documenting low-temperature performance of the specified 
equipment (Figure 38), as it has significant impact on heating energy use.  
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Figure 37. Sample Air-Source Heat Pump Specification – Low Temperature Operation 

AHVAC7*(CR–P) Reported design ventilation rates and controls are as specified 

Ventilation rate reported in the submittal must be as specified on project drawings (Figure 39). In 
addition, the submittal must indicate whether the system has demand control ventilation and describe 
the relevant controls including the minimum system outdoor air (OA) flow rate and whether ventilation 
control is based on the readings of the return air sensor or critical zone method. Critical zone method 
results in higher minimum ventilation rate and lower savings.  

AHVAC8*(CR-P) Reported design supply, return, relieve and exhaust flow rates are as specified 

Design flow rates must be as shown in the design documents for each specified supply, return, relief, 
and exhaust fan. For example, AHU-1 in Figure 39 must be reported with 8,000 CFM supply air flow.  

AHVAC9*(CR-P) Reported fan power is as specified 

The power of supply, return, relief and exhaust fans must be reported in the submittal and reflect the 
design documents. The fan power provided on drawings may be expressed in units not supported by  
the simulation tool used on the project. If supporting calculations were performed to convert the 
available information into the simulation tool inputs, such calculations must be included in the  
reporting template and are subject to AHJ approval. The following conversions may be used:  

Fan Power [W] = BHP*746 / Effy 

BHP = TDPD / 4131  

BHP [HP] = fan brake horse power  

TDPD [in. wg] = total design pressure drop  

Effy = fan motor efficiency  

Common Mistakes 

 External static pressure (ESP in Figure 39) is used in lieu of the total static pressure (TSP).  
This significantly under-estimates the proposed fan energy. 

 Only supply fan power is entered. Other specified fans such as return, exhaust and relief  
omitted from the template.  
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Figure 38. Specified Fan System Performance  

AHVAC10*(CR-P) Reported flow controls are as specified 

For each air-side system, the submittal must state whether the system is constant volume (CV) or 
variable air volume (VAV), and whether each of the system fans is constant speed, two-speed, or  
has a variable speed drive (VSD). The minimum flow rate and control must be as specified in the  
design documents (Figure 39 and 40).  

Figure 39. Specified Flow Ranges and Controls 

AHVAC11*(CR–P) Reported air-side system controls are as specified 

Supply air temperature reset must be reported as specified. 

AHVAC12*(CR-P) Air-side economizers are reported as specified 

The following must be reported for each system with an air-side economizer specified in  
the proposed design: 

 economizer type (e.g., dry bulb, enthalpy) 
 economizer high-limit shutoff  

Projects without economizers are expected to have higher cooling energy use in fall, winter,  
and spring as well as higher simultaneous heating and cooling during these months. 
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AHVAC13*(CR–P) Reported exhaust air energy recovery is as specified 

The following must be reported for each system with exhaust-air energy recovery in  
the proposed design: 

 System type (e.g., enthalpy wheel, runaround coil, heat exchanger) 
 Supply and exhaust flows (cfm) through the energy recovery device 
 Rated recovery effectiveness 
 Controls (e.g., to allow economizer operation when appropriate)  

8.11 AHVAC - Baseline (Budget) 

The review should focus on the representative baseline air-side HVAC systems with the largest  
capacity and typical smaller systems. The review scope and outcome for each reviewed system  
should be documented in the Review Checklist. 

AHVAC1*(CR–B) Thermal blocks are established correctly 

ECB (90.1 Table 11.5.1), PRM (90.1 Table G3.1 #7 – 9): Thermal blocks in the baseline (budget)  
design must be the same as in the proposed design. 

AHVAC2*(CR–B) Baseline (budget) system type(s) are established correctly 

ECB: Each HVAC system specified in the proposed design must have a corresponding baseline  
system established following 90.1 Figure 11.5.2, Table 11.5.2-1 and accompanying notes.  

PRM: Baseline HVAC system type and description must be based on 90.1 Section G3.1.1. Mixed-use 
buildings that include both residential and nonresidential building types with non-predominant 
conditions accounting for more than 20,000 SF of conditioned floor area must have a separate baseline 
system type established for each set of conditions. The following baseline systems apply to New  
York climate zones 4a, 5a, 6a:  

 All residential occupancies (dormitory, hotel, motel, and multifamily):  

• System 1 – PTAC  

 All public assembly occupancies (houses of worship, auditoriums, movie theaters, performance 
theaters, concert halls, arenas, enclosed stadiums, ice rinks, gymnasiums, convention centers, 
exhibition centers, and natatoriums): 

• System 3—PSZ-AC if <120,000 ft2 
• System 12—SZ-CV-HW if >= 120,000 ft2 

 Heated-only storage (e.g., warehouse) meeting the definition of non-predominant conditions,  
or certain heated-only spaces such as storage rooms, stairwells, electrical/mechanical rooms  
(90.1 Section G3.1.1 e): 

• System 9—Heating and ventilation 
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 All other non-residential: 

• System 3—PSZ-AC if 3 floors or fewer and <25,000 ft2 
• System 5—Packaged VAV with reheat if 4 or 5 floors and <25,000 ft2 or 5 floors  

or fewer and 25,000 ft2 to 150,000 ft2 
• System 7—VAV with reheat if more than 5 floors or >150,000 ft2 

Common Mistake 

 Modeling dedicated outdoor air system (DOAS) in the baseline on projects with DOAS in the 
proposed design. Instead, heating, cooling, and ventilation in the baseline design is provided  
by systems determined following 90.1 Section G3.1.1.  

AHVAC3*(CR–B) Baseline (budget) cooling system capacities are established correctly 

PRM: The cooling coil capacities for the baseline systems must be based on sizing runs for each 
orientation (per 90.1 Table G3.1, No. 5[a]) and oversized by 15%; i.e., the ratio between the cooling 
capacities used in the annual simulations and the capacities determined by the sizing runs must be  
1.15. Weather conditions used in sizing runs must be based either on hourly historical weather files  
with typical peak conditions, or 99.6% heating design temperatures and 1% dry-bulb and 1% wet-bulb 
cooling design temperatures from 90.1 Appendix D (Figure 40).  

Figure 40. Example Design Conditions from 90.1 Appendix D 

The baseline cooling loads should be compared to the typical shown in Table 3. Projects with lower 
SF/Ton compared to the ranges in Table 3 should be flagged, as it may indicate that the baseline  
cooling systems are oversized beyond the allowed limit. In addition, exaggerated cooling load may be 
due to a higher than expected modeled peak equipment load (e.g., equipment schedule that turns an 
unrealistically high fraction of equipment design load during a particular hour), or a cooling thermostat 
schedule leading to higher than expected load when the building switches from unoccupied to occupied, 
or incorrect cooling system sizing.  
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Table 4. Cooling Capacity Rule of Thumb 
Occupancy Type Cooling Load, SF/Ton 

1 Ton = 12,000 Btu/hr = 12 MBH 
Apartment high-rise 400 - 450 
Public assembly 250 - 400 
Schools – universities 185 - 240 
Hotels, motels, dormitories 300 - 350 
Office buildings 280 - 360 

Exaggerated baseline cooling system capacity may lead to the system operating at low fraction of  
design capacity for most of the year, lowering the annual average efficiency. For projects with constant 
volume systems in the baseline (budget), this will also exaggerate the baseline (budget) fan energy 
use.26 In addition, if project uses a utility rate structures with demand charges, this will exaggerate  
the baseline (budget) demand charges and energy cost. 

ECB: The equipment capacities for the budget building design must be sized proportionally to the 
capacities in the proposed design based on sizing runs; i.e., the ratio between the capacities used in  
the annual simulations and the capacities determined by the sizing runs must be the same for both  
the proposed design and budget building design (90.1 Section 11.5.2 i).  

Capacity of each system in the budget building should have a reasonable correlation to the 
corresponding system in the proposed design. For example, if the proposed design has a less efficient 
envelope compared to the budget design, the budget system capacities are expected to be lower 
compared to the corresponding proposed system. 

AHVAC4*(CR–B) Baseline (budget) heating systems capacities are established correctly 

PRM: The heating equipment capacities (i.e., system coil capacities) for the baseline building design 
must be based on sizing runs for each orientation (per 90.1 Table G3.1, No. 5[a]) and oversized by  
25%; i.e., the ratio between the capacities used in the annual simulations and the capacities  
determined by the sizing runs must be 1.25. 

ECB: The equipment capacities for the budget building design must be sized proportionally to the 
capacities in the proposed design based on sizing runs; i.e., the ratio between the capacities used in  
the annual simulations and the capacities determined by the sizing runs must be the same for both the 
proposed and budget building design (90.1 Section 11.5.2 i). The capacity of each system in the budget 
building should have a reasonable correlation to the corresponding system in the proposed design. For 
example, if proposed design has a less efficient envelope compared to the budget design, budget system 
capacities are expected to be lower compared to the corresponding proposed system. 

                                                           
26  ASHRAE Pocket Guide for Air Conditioning, Heating, Ventilation, Refrigeration (I-P Edition), 7th Edition 
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AHVAC5*(CR–B) Baseline (budget) air-side system efficiencies are established correctly 

PRM: Baseline system efficiencies must be based on 90.1 Tables G3.5.1 through G3.5.6. 

ECB: All HVAC equipment in the budget building design must be modeled at the minimum part load  
and full load efficiencies in 90.1 Sections 6.4.  

For ECB Systems 3,4,6,8,9,10,11 and PRM Systems 1 – 6, supply fan energy at AHRI test conditions  
must be extracted from efficiency rating. To meet this requirement, cooling efficiency must be entered 
into the simulation tool as COPnfcooling calculated as shown below. COPnfheating must be used to 
describe heating efficiency of ECB Systems 6, 8, and 9. 

COPnfcooling = 7.84E-8 × EER × Q + 0.338 × EER 
COPnfcooling = –0.0076 × SEER2 + 0.3796 × SEER 
COPnfheating = 1.48E-7 × COP47 × Q + 1.062 × COP47 
COPnfheating = –0.0296 × HSPF2 + 0.7134 × HSPF 

 
Calculated COPnfcooling and COPnfheating must be included in the submittal.  

AHVAC6*(CR–B) Baseline (budget) ventilation rate is established correctly 

ECB (90.1 Section 11.5.2 d): Minimum outdoor air ventilation rates must be the same in the budget 
building design and proposed design.  

PRM (90.1 Section G3.1.2.5): Minimum ventilation system outdoor air intake flow must be the same  
for the proposed design and baseline building design, with the following exceptions.  

 Baseline may have higher OA flow compared to the proposed design if the following applies: 

• The proposed system has demand control ventilation and the outdoor air capacity is  
less than or equal to 3000 cfm serving areas with an average design capacity of  
100 people per 1000 ft2 or less (90.1 Section G3.1.2.5 Exception 1). 

• The proposed system has zone air distribution effectiveness Ez > 1.0 based on  
ASHRAE Standard 62.1 Table 6-2 (90.1 Section G3.1.2.5 Exception 1). 

 The baseline must have a lower OA flow compared to the proposed design if the specified 
ventilation rate exceeds the minimum required by the applicable building code (90.1 Section 
G3.1.2.5 Exception 3). Ventilation rates may also differ between the baseline and proposed 
design for systems serving laboratory spaces (90.1 Section G3.1.2.5 Exception 4).  

Example: Based on the NYS Mechanical Code, minimum ventilation rate in corridors of apartment 
buildings is 0.06 CFM/SF. If the specified ventilation exceeds this minimum, the ventilation rate in  
the baseline design must be modeled as 0.06 CFM/CF. Ventilation in the proposed design must be  
as specified and will be higher than in the baseline.  
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AHVAC7*(CR–B) Baseline (budget) design flow rates are established correctly 

ECB (90.1 Section 11.5.2 g): Design supply air rates for the budget building must be based on a supply 
air-to-room air temperature difference of 20°F. If return or relief fans are specified in the proposed 
design, the budget building design must also have the same fan type sized for the budget system supply 
fan air quantity less the minimum outdoor air, or 90% of the supply fan air quantity, whichever is larger. 

PRM (90.1 Section G3.1.2.8): Design supply airflow rates must be based on a supply air-to-room 
temperature difference of 20°F or the minimum baseline ventilation rate, whichever is greater. If  
return or relief fans are specified in the proposed design, the baseline building design must also  
have fans serving the same functions and sized for the baseline system supply fan air quantity less  
the minimum outdoor air, or 90% of the supply fan air quantity, whichever is larger. 

The ECB budget and PRM baseline design flow CFM may be compared to the typical shown in Table 4.27  

Common Mistakes 

 The causes for higher than expected design flow rates are similar to those that lead  
to exaggerated cooling loads described in AHVAC3*(CR–B).  

 For PRM, exaggerated design flow rate may also be caused by applying the oversizing  
factor in 90.1 Section G3.1.2.2 to design flows in addition to coil capacities, which is  
incorrect—only coil capacities must be oversized.  

 Sizing flow based on supply air-to-room air temperature difference less than 20°F  
exaggerates the flow.  

Table 5. Typical Supply Air Flow Rates 
Occupancy Type Supply Air CFM/SF 
Apartment high-rise 0.5 – 0.8 
Office buildings 0.8 – 1.6 

AHVAC8*(CR-B) Baseline (budget) fan power W/CFM is established correctly 

ECB (90.1 Section 11.5.2 h): BHP per CFM of supply air, including the effect of belt losses but excluding 
motor and motor drive losses must be the same as the proposed design or up to the limit prescribed in 
90.1 Section 6.5.3.1, whichever is smaller. If this limit is reached, BHP of each fan must be proportionally 
reduced until the limit is met. Fan electrical power must be determined by dividing the calculated fan 
BHP by the minimum motor efficiency in 90.1 Section 10.4.1 for the appropriate motor size for each fan. 

PRM: The total power of supply, return, exhaust and relief fans (excluding power to fan-powered  
VAV boxes) must be calculated based on 90.1 Section G3.1.2.9 quoted: 

For Systems 1 and 2:        Pfan = CFMs × 0.3 
For Systems 3 - 8 and 11, 12, and 13:      Pfan = bhp × 746/ effy 
For Systems 9 and 10 (supply fan):      Pfan = CFMs × 0.3 

                                                           
27  ASHRAE Pocket Guide for Air Conditioning, Heating, Ventilation, Refrigeration (I-P Edition), 7th Edition 
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For Systems 9 and 10 (non-mechanical cooling per Section G3.1.2.8.2):  Pfan = CFMnmc × 0.054 
Pfan = electric power to fan motor, W 
bhp = brake horsepower of baseline fan motor from Table G3.1.2.9 
effy = the efficiency from Table G3.9.1 for the next motor size greater than the bhp  
CFMs = the baseline system maximum design supply fan airflow rate, cfm 
CFMnmc = the baseline non-mechanical cooling fan airflow, cfm 

 
For Systems 3 – 8 and 12 – 13, the baseline BHP allowance provided in 90.1 Table G3.1.2.9 may  
be increased to account for certain design features included in the proposed design. Common  
examples when the increased pressure drop is allowed include the proposed designs with MERV 9  
or higher air filters, sound attenuation devices and ducted returns (90.1 Table 6.5.3.1-2).  

Common Mistakes 

 Increased pressure drop allowance is erroneously claimed when there is exhaust air energy 
recovery in the proposed design, but there is no exhaust air energy recovery in the baseline 
(90.1 Table G3.1.2.9 Note 2).  

 Power of exhaust or DOAS fans specified in the proposed design is added to the baseline fan 
power allowance determined following 90.1 Section G3.1.2.9. Instead, the baseline fan power 
allowance is inclusive of all baseline fans. 

AHVAC9*(CR–B) Baseline (budget) air flow control is established correctly 

PRM: For baseline Systems 5 and 7, the minimum volume set points for VAV reheat boxes must be  
30% of zone peak airflow, the minimum outdoor airflow rate, or the airflow rate required to comply 
with the applicable codes or accreditation standards, whichever is larger. The part load performance  
of VAV system supply fans must have the part-load performance characteristics specified in 90.1  
Table G3.1.3.15. There is no static pressure set-point reset in the baseline. 

ECB (90.1 Section 11.5.2): Supply and return/relief system fans shall be modeled as operating at  
least whenever the spaces served are occupied, except as specifically noted in 90.1 Table 11.5.2-1. 
Minimum volume set points for VAV reheat boxes shall be 30% of zone peak airflow or the minimum 
ventilation rate, whichever is larger (90.1 Table 11.5.2-1 Note b). Baseline supply, return, or relief fans  
in Systems 1-4 must be modeled assuming a variable-speed drive and fan part-load performance in  
90.1 Section G3.1.3.15 (see Table 6). If the proposed design’s system has a DDC at the zone level,  
static pressure set-point reset based on Section 6.5.3.2.3 must be modeled in the budget design. 

AHVAC10*(CR–B) Baseline (budget) air temperature controls are established correctly 

PRM (90.1 Section G3.1.3.12): The air temperature for cooling shall be reset higher by 5°F under  
the minimum cooling load conditions for Systems 5 – 8. 

ECB (90.1 Section Table 11.5.2 – 1): The supply air temperature for cooling shall be reset higher  
by 5°F under the minimum cooling load conditions for all budget VAV systems with reheat. 
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AHVAC11*(CR-B) Baseline (budget) economizer is established correctly 

ECB: Each system in the budget building must have the same economizer type (outdoor air or water) as 
the corresponding system in the proposed design. If economizer is not specified in the proposed design, 
an air-side economizer must be modeled in the budget building where required in Section 6.5.1. In  
New York climate zones 4A, 5A, and 6A, economizers must be modeled for budget systems with cooling 
capacity of 54 kBtu/hr or greater, unless exceptions apply. The high-limit shutoff must be modeled  
per 90.1 Table 11.5.2-4. 

PRM: Economizers must not be included in baseline HVAC System 1,2,9 and 10. Air economizers must  
be included in baseline HVAC Systems 3–8 and 11, 12 and 13 (unless exception to 90.1 Section G3.1.2.6 
apply), based on climate as specified in 90.1 Table G3.1.2.6. Following the table, projects in New York 
climate zone 4A do not have an economizer in the baseline. Projects in climate zone 5A and 6A must  
be modeled with an economizer in the baseline. Economizer high-limit shutoff temperature must be 
modeled per Table G3.1.2.7.  

AHVAC12*(CR–B) Baseline (budget) exhaust air energy recovery is established correctly 

ECB (90.1 Section 11.5.2 d): Exhaust air heat recovery must be included in the budget building systems if 
required by 90.1 Section 6.5.6.1. For example, all systems in New York climate zones operating 8,000 or 
more hours per year must have energy recovery (90.1 Section 6.5.6.1-2), unless exceptions apply.  

PRM (90.1 Section G3.1.2.10): Individual fan systems that have design supply air capacity of 5,000 cfm  
or greater and a minimum design outdoor air supply of 70% or greater must have an energy recovery 
system with at least 50% enthalpy recovery ratio. A 50% enthalpy recovery ratio means a change in the 
enthalpy of the outdoor air supply equal to 50% of the difference between the outdoor air and return  
air at design conditions. The most common exception to this rule applies to projects where the largest 
exhaust source is less than 75% of the design outdoor airflow and that don’t have exhaust air energy 
recovery in the proposed design (90.1 Section G3.1.2.10 Exception 6). An example of such configuration 
includes rooftop units supplying ventilation in multifamily buildings, with exhaust from apartment 
kitchens and bathrooms via multiple rooftop exhaust fans that serve vertical stacks of apartments.  

8.12 Air-side HVAC Model Input / Output (AHM) 

AHM1 (MI–B,P) Thermal blocks are modeled as reported 

Thermal blocks for the baseline (budget) and proposed design must be modeled as described in the 
submittal. 

eQUEST Reports SV-A  
Trane TRACE 700 Room Information entered values report 
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AHM2(MI,MO–B,P) All air-side HVAC systems reported in the submittal are modeled. 

The HVAC system naming convention used in the model must allow easy mapping between the modeled 
systems and mechanical schedules. For example, system labeled RTU1 on the mechanical schedules 
should be named RTU1 in the model.  

All systems shown in the reporting template for the baseline (budget) and proposed design must  
be included in the simulation. For example, if the reporting template shows systems that use electric 
resistance heat, simulation output reports must show electricity consumption under space heating  
end use. 

eQUEST Reports SV-A (includes all air-side systems), BEPU (check that electricity is reported under heating 
end use if electric resistance heaters are specified) 

Trane TRACE 700 System Information entered values report for system type and Energy Cost Budget report 
for space heating end use 

AHM3(MI–P,B) Air-side HVAC system types are modeled as described in the submittal 

Each air-side HVAC system listed in the reporting template for the proposed design must be modeled 
and reflect the reported system type and fuel. 

Common Mistake 

 Using an incorrect template within the simulation tool to model specified system type, such  
as a constant volume system template to model a variable volume system.  

eQUEST Reports SS-P, SV-A, DOE-2 Help (established modeled system type based on SV-A and enter it into 
DOE-2 Help “search” box to see typical applications). 
 
The following system types are commonly used to model PRM Baseline systems: System 1 
– PTAC or PSZ-AC 
System 3 – PSZ – AC 
System 5 – PVAVS 
System 7 – VAVS 
System 9 – UHT 

Trane TRACE 700 System Information entered values report 

AHM4(MI,MO–B,P) Air-side HVAC system capacities are modeled correctly 

Proposed Design: Heating and cooling capacities must be modeled as reported in the submittal.  
 
Common Mistake 

  Having the software auto-size the proposed systems instead of using heating and cooling 
capacities specified on mechanical schedules. 
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PRM baseline, cooling capacity: Use simulation input and output reports to verify that the ratio of the 
baseline cooling system capacity to the simulated peak load is close to the required 15%. The oversizing 
may be slightly higher, due to the difference in internal gain and weather used for equipment sizing 
versus the annual simulation. Oversizing significantly higher than 15% should be flagged. 

PRM Baseline, heating capacity: Use simulation input and output reports to verify that the ratio of  
the baseline heating system capacities to the peak annual simulated load may exceed 25% due to  
the difference in the internal gains and weather used for the heating system sizing versus the annual 
simulation, but oversizing significantly higher than 1.25 (e.g. 1.35) should be flagged.    

ECB budget: The budget equipment cooling and heating coils over-sizing (i.e., the ratio of equipment 
capacity to the simulated peak load) should be the same or very similar for the budget systems as  
for the corresponding systems in the proposed design, based on the simulation output reports. The 
effective heating and cooling full load hours of each proposed system is expected to be similar to the 
corresponding values in the budget systems. The effective heating (cooling) full load hours are equal  
to the ration of the annual heating (cooling) load to the heating (cooling) equipment capacity.  

eQUEST Reports LS-C (design conditions), SS-P (oversizing for baseline/budget systems), SV – A (modeled 
capacity) 

Trane TRACE 700 System Information entered values report 

AHM5(MI–B,P) Modeled DX cooling efficiencies are as listed in the submittal 

The entered cooling efficiency must reflect COPnfcooling reported in the submittal. 

eQUEST Reports SS-P, SV-A 
Trane TRACE 700 Plant Information entered values report 

AHB6(MO–B,P) Average realized DX cooling system efficiencies are as expected 

The average annual cooling efficiency is the ratio of the annual cooling load to the annual cooling energy 
from the simulation output reports. It reflects the realized performance of the modeled system. Most 
simulation tools used for compliance modeling describe cooling system performance through the rated 
efficiency and performance curves that capture impact of part load, indoor and outdoor temperatures 
and various other design, operational and site parameters on system performance.  

The realized efficiency is typically different from the rated full load efficiency and is similar to IEER (part 
load efficiency) expressed as COPnfcooling to exclude supply fan energy at the AHRI test conditions.  

COPnfcooling avg ~ 7.84E-8 × IEER × Q + 0.338 × IEER 
 
Different than expected efficiency may be due to inappropriate performance curves, such as using  
the software default performance curves instead of the performance curves provided in the PRM RM. 
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Proposed Design: Average efficiency that exceeds the rated IEER should be flagged. 

Baseline/Budget Design: Average efficiency that is below the rated IEER should be flagged. 

eQUEST Reports SS-P 
Trane TRACE 700 Equipment Energy Consumption report for the total equipment consumption and Building 

Cool/Heat Demand report from the Visualizer for the total loads 

AHM7(MI–B,P) Modeled air-side heating system efficiencies are as reported in the submittal 

The modeled efficiency must reflect the actual system performance, such as air-side heat pump 
performance degradation at low ambient temperatures. Warm-air furnaces may have efficiency 
expressed as the annual fuel utilization efficiency (AFUE), thermal efficiency (Et) or combustion 
efficiency (Ec). The conversions listed (from PRM RM) may be used if the efficiency input supported  
by the simulation tool differs from the efficiency metric available from the manufacturer for the 
specified equipment: 

Et=0.0051427 x AFUE + 0.3989 
Et=Ec – 2% 

eQUEST Reports SS-P, PS-E (heat pump supplement) 
Trane TRACE 700 Plant Information entered values report 

AHM8(MO–B,P) Average realized air-side heating system efficiencies are as expected 

The average heating system efficiency is the ratio of the annual heating load to the annual heating 
energy use of the system, with both values taken from the simulation output reports. The average 
efficiency is expected to differ from the rated efficiency due to factors such as part load performance 
degradation, stand-by losses, etc.  

Proposed Design: For heat pumps, simulation must reflect heat pump efficiency degradation at  
lower ambient temperatures including the use of electric resistance heat. In New York heating-
dominated climate, the average realized heat pump heating efficiency is expected to be lower  
than the manufacturer’s rating at 47°F and slightly over the manufacture’s rating 17°F. For units that 
operate in electric resistance mode below 40°F, the average efficiency will be slightly higher than 1.  

For warm air furnaces with an AFUE rating, the average realized efficiency is expected to be similar  
to AFUE. For other units, the average realized efficiency is expected to be about 5% below thermal 
efficiency, based on the furnace part load efficiency curves included in the PRM RM. For example,  
if a unit is rated at Ec=80%, its Et = Ec – 2% = 78% and the average efficiency is expected to be ~  
73%. The average efficiencies exceeding the above estimates should be flagged.  
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Baseline (Budget) Design: Where performance of fossil fuel furnace in ECB System 11 and PRM Systems 
3 and 9 is given as combustion efficiency, a 2% lower thermal efficiency (i.e. 2% thermal losses) can be 
assumed. The baseline systems must be modeled without the pilot light. Efficiency degradation at part 
load is not prescribed in 90.1, but the average annual baseline (budget) efficiency below 75% should be 
flagged in the review. Table 4 shows efficiency degradation based on the performance curves in PRM 
RM. For example, a furnace operates at 74% efficiency when the heating load is equal to the half of its 
rated capacity.  

Table 6. Fossil Fuel Furnace Part Load Efficiency Degradation 
% of Design Load Qpartload/Qrated 100% 90% 80% 70% 60% 50% 40% 30% 25% 
Realized Furnace Efficiency 80% 79% 78% 77% 76% 74% 73% 71% 70% 

eQUEST Reports SS-P, SV-A, PS-E (heat pump supplement) 
Trane TRACE 700 Equipment Energy Consumption report for the total equipment consumption and 

Building Cool/Heat Demand report from the Visualizer for the total loads 

AHM9 (MI, MO – B, P) Modeled ventilation rate and control is as reported 

Verify that the minimum design ventilation rate CFM and controls, such as demand control ventilation 
are modeled as reported for each air-side system.  

eQUEST Reports SV-A;  
Trane TRACE 700 Room Information entered values report for ventilation rate, System Information entered 

values report for ventilation controls 

AHM10(MI – B, P) Modeled fan power, flow rate and controls are as reported 

Verify that the following simulation inputs match the reporting template: 

 power of supply, exhaust, return, and relief fans (Watt) 
 supply, exhaust, return, and relieve flow (CFM) 
 minimum flow (CFM)   

eQUEST Reports SS-P, SV-A, SS-L, ERV Energy Recovery Summary (for projects with ERV) 
Trane TRACE 700 Room Information entered values report for flows, System Information entered values 

report for fan power 

AMH11 (MO – B, P) Fan peak demand is as expected 

Proposed Design: For the constant volume systems, the peak demand is equal to the design fan kW. 
Variable volume system fans often have the peak load no greater than 70% of the design flow, drawing 
approximately 50% of the design power (Table 6). These relationships may be used to estimate the 
expected peak fan demand in the proposed design for the individual systems and project as a whole, to 
compare it to the values shown in the simulation output reports. Lower than expected proposed peak 
demand should be flagged. 
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Baseline (budget) design: For the constant volume systems including PRM System 1, 3, 9, and 12 and 
ECB Systems 5 - 11, peak demand is equal to the design fan kW. For the variable volume baseline 
systems including PRM Systems 5, 7 and ECB Systems 1-4, the peak flow usually does not exceed  
70% of the design CFM, drawing approximately 50% of the design power (Table 6). These relationships 
may be used to estimate the expected peak fan system demand in the baseline (budget) design of  
the individual systems and for the project as a whole, based on the fan system peak demand in the 
simulation output reports. A fan peak demand that exceeds the estimated value by 15% or more  
should be flagged. 

eQUEST Reports SS-H, SS-P 
Trane TRACE 700 Equipment Energy Consumption report 

AMH12 (MO – B, P) Proposed fan equivalent full load hours are as expected.  

The EFLH of the fan system is the ratio of the fan energy use to fan peak demand. If project has only  
the constant volume systems that run continuously when building is occupied, the fan EFLH will be 
slightly higher than the number of hours per year when the building is occupied, accounting for the 
energy consumed by the cycling fans during unoccupied hours and system runtime to bring the  
building to occupied temperatures in the morning.  

Baseline (Budget) Design: Part load performance of the baseline VAV systems are shown in the  
second row of Table 6 (Multizone VAV with VSD and fixed static pressure setpoint). If all baseline 
(budget) systems are variable air volume, the average flow during occupied hours is typically about  
60% of the design flow, with the fan system drawing ~41% of the design power based on Table 6.  
Thus, the EFLH are expected to be ~ 41% of the number of occupied hours per year. The baseline fan 
EFLH that exceed expectation should be flagged and may indicate incorrect modeled fan system control.  

Table 7. Fraction of VAV Fan Power at Reduced Flow (PRM RM) 
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Common Mistakes: 

 Modeled minimum flow for VAV systems are higher than 30%  
 Fans are modeled as running continuously instead of cycling with load during unoccupied hours.  

Proposed design: Estimate the expected effective fan full load hours based on the fan flow control in  
the proposed design described in the submittal and typical part load performance from Table 6. The 
proposed fan system EFLH that are lower than expected should be flagged.  

Common Mistake 

 Modeling fans that supply ventilation air as cycling with load instead of running continuously 
during occupied hours results in significantly underestimated fan, heating, and cooling  
energy use.  

eQUEST Reports SS-P 
Trane TRACE 700 Equipment Energy Consumption report 

AMH13(MI,MO–B, P) Modeled exhaust air energy recovery is as reported 

The exhaust energy recovery must be modeled as reported, including the following: 

 system type (e.g., enthalpy wheel, runaround coil, heat exchanger) 
 rated recovery effectiveness 
 supply and exhaust flow through the energy recovery device 
 controls (e.g., to allow economizer operation when appropriate) 
 added static pressure drop 

Common Mistakes  

 Increased static pressure drop (and increased fan energy) and parasitic losses such as energy  
to operate recovery wheel and to provide defrost is not included in the proposed design model, 
exaggerating the benefit of energy recovery. 

 Modeled outdoor and exhaust air flow CFM passing through energy recovery device does  
not reflect design documents. 

eQUEST Reports ERV Energy Recovery Summary  
Trane TRACE 700 System Information entered values report for type, effectiveness, controls and added 

static pressure drop, System Checksums report for flow rates 
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AMH14(MO–B,P) Monthly patterns of heating and cooling loads are as expected; no excessive simultaneous 
heating and cooling  

Typical single zone systems including but not limited to PRM Baseline System 1 – PTAC or System 3 – PSZ 
operate either in heating or cooling mode and no simultaneous heating and cooling is expected on 
system level. In models with only single-zone systems, such as in PRM baseline of a multifamily building, 
there may be very minimal simultaneous heating and cooling on building level; for example, on a mild 
spring day PTACs in the West-facing apartments may operate in cooling mode, while PTACs in North-
facing apartments may operate in heating mode.  

Typical multizone systems including but not limited to PRM Baseline System 5 and System 7 have some 
simultaneous heating and cooling on system level as well as building level due to reheat; however, it is 
expected to be low due to requirements in 90.1 Section 6.5.2.  

Common Mistakes 

The following issues with the baseline (budget) model may result in excessive simultaneous heating  
and cooling: 

 PRM 90.1 Section G3.1.1 Exception b was not followed, which may lead to one zone having 
significantly higher cooling load than the rest of the zones served by the same baseline VAV 
system, leading to excessive reheat to prevent overcooling of those other zones. 

 Temperature reset required in 90.1 Section G3.1.3.12 (PRM) and 90.1 Table 11.5.2-1  
Note b (ECB) was not properly modeled.  

 Not resetting the supply temperature as required during periods of low cooling load will  
result in excessive reheat.  

 VAV minimum flow setpoint was not modeled as required in 90.1 Section G3.1.3.13 (PRM)  
and 90.1 Table 11.5.2-1 Note b (ECB).  

 Projects often use 0.4 CFM/SF minimum flow instead of 30% of the zone peak as required  
by this section. 

 Economizer was not modeled where required for ECB budget design. 

eQUEST Reports SS-C; SS-D (summer heating load exceeds 20% of winter heating load) ; SS-E 
Trane TRACE 700 Building Cool/Heat Demand report from the Visualizer 
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8.13 Waterside HVAC (WHVAC) – Proposed 

WHVAC1*(CR-P) Proposed chilled-water plant is reported as specified 

Verify that quantity, type, capacity, and rated efficiency at full and part load of the proposed chillers  
are described in the reporting template and reflect design documents. If chiller efficiency specified  
in the design documents must be converted to different units for input into simulation tool, such 
conversions must be documented in the reporting template. The following conversions may be used:  

COP=EER/3.412 
kW/ton = 12/EER 

If variations in chiller performance, including but not limited to the impact of part load, are simulated 
using performance curves, the following options are allowed: 

 Use the default curves specified in PRM RM for the specified chiller type. 
 Use custom curves based on chiller performance data from the equipment manufacturer.  

The supporting documentation must be included in the submittal. 

WHVAC2*(CR-P): Proposed chilled-water plant controls are reported as specified 

Verify that reported chilled-water plant controls including design supply and return CHW temperature 
and reset reflect design documents.  

WHVAC3*(CR-P): Proposed chilled-water pump system parameters are reported as specified 

Verify that pumps included in the reporting template match design documents. If values provided  
on drawings (Figure 42) are converted to units acceptable by the simulation tool, the conversions  
must be documented in the submittal. Common conversions are included as follows.  

Pump Power [W] = BHP x 746 / Effy 
Effy = pump motor efficiency 

Figure 41. Pump Design  

 
Verify the following chilled-water loop parameters are reported as specified: 

 configuration (i.e., primary/secondary) 
 flow (GMP) 
 flow controls (constant volume – three-way valves; variable volume – two-way valves)  
 speed control (constant speed, two-speed, VSD) 
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WHVAC4*(CR–P) Proposed heat rejection system is reported as specified 

Verify the following parameters of heat rejection system are reported and match design documents: 

 cooling tower type 
 fan speed control 
 fan power [HP] 
 design flow rate [GPM] 
 design leaving water temperature 
 condenser loop pump power [W] 

WHVAC5*(CR–P) Proposed hot water plant is reported as specified  

Verify that the proposed boiler quantity, type, capacity and efficiency is reported as specified. The  
full load efficiency of a boiler at rated conditions may have to be converted to different units for inputs 
into simulation tool. The following conversions should be used (PRM RM) as applicable and must be 
documented in the reporting template: 

Where AFUE is provided, Et shall be calculated as follows: 

75%<=AFUE<80%: Et=0.1xAFUE+72.5%; all other Et=0.875 x AFUE + 10.5% 
 
Where Ec is provided, Et shall be calculated as follows: Et = Ec - 2% 
 
If variations in boiler performance due to factors such as part load and return water temperature  
are simulated using performance curves, the following options are allowed: 

 Use the default curves specified in PRM RM for the specified boiler type 
 Use custom curves based on boiler performance data from the equipment manufacturer.  

The supporting documentation must be included in the submittal. 

WHVAC6*(CR–P) Proposed hot water loop controls are reported as specified 

Verify that hot water loop controls including design supply and return water temperature and 
temperature reset are reported as specified. Controls may have significant impact on the realized 
efficiency. For example, the rated efficiency of condensing boilers corresponds to 80ºF return  
water temperature. A much higher design return water temperature is common, such as 160ºF in  
Figure 43, resulting in a significantly lower realized efficiency, as illustrated in Figure 44.  
 
Figure 42. Condensing Boiler Specification 
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Figure 43. Condensing Boiler Efficiency  

Cut sheets for the proposed condensing boiler with AHRI efficiency and performance characteristics   
at various return water temperature and loads may be requested to justify the modeled performance.  

WHVAC7*(C–P) Proposed hot water pump system parameters are reported as specified 

Verify that reported hot water pump power is as shown on design documents. The provided information 
must include pump BHP, electrical efficiency of pump motor, design flow rate GPM and speed control 
(single-speed, two-speed, VSD). 

Verify that hot water loop configuration, design flow and flow controls are reported as specified, 
including the following: 

 configuration (i.e., primary/secondary) 
 design flow (GMP) 
 flow controls (constant volume – three-way valves; variable volume – two-way valves)  
 associated pumps 
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8.14 WHVAC – Baseline  

WHVAC1*(CR–B) Baseline (budget) chilled water plant is established correctly 

ECB (90.1 Table 11.5.2-1 Note e): The chiller plant of budget Systems 1, 2, 5, and 7 must be modeled 
with chiller quantity based on 90.1 Table 11.5.2-2 and chiller type based on 90.1 Table 11.5.2-3. If 
proposed design includes both electric and fossil fuel chillers, the budget building design must have 
chillers with the same fuel types and capacity allocation between electric and fossil fuel. If the proposed 
design uses purchased chilled water, the chillers should not be explicitly modeled in the budget design 
and chilled-water costs shall be as determined in 90.1 Section 11.4.3. Budget chillers efficiency must  
be based on 90.1 Table 6.8.1-3 Path A (11.5.2 – 1 Note c). 

PRM (90.1 Section G3.1.3.7) Baseline Systems 7, 8, 11, 12, and 13 must be modeled with electric chillers, 
except for projects that use purchased chilled water (see 90.1 Sections G3.1.1.3.2 and G3.1.1.3.3). The 
number of chillers, chiller type, and efficiency must be established based on the baseline cooling load  
as shown in Table 8 (90.1 Tables G3.1.3.7 and G3.5.3). 

Table 8. Baseline Chiller Description  
Building peak 
cooling load 

Number and type of chillers Chiller efficiency 

<=300 ton 1 water-cooled screw chiller <150 ton: 0.790 kW/ton FL 0.676 IPLV 
>150 ton and < 300 ton: 0.718 FL 
0.629 IPLV 

>300 ton and < 
600 ton 

2 water-cooled screw chillers sized equally 0.639 FL 0.572 IPLV.IP 

>=600 ton 2 water-cooled centrifugal chillers minimum 
with chillers added so that no chiller is larger 
than 800 tons, all sized equally 

0.576 FL 0.549 IPLV.IP 

WHVAC2*(CR–B) Baseline (budget) chilled water plant controls are established correctly 

ECB (90.1 Table 11.5.2-1 Note e): 44°F design chilled-water supply temperature and 56°F return 
temperature must be modeled. The chilled-water supply water temperature must be reset in 
accordance with 90.1 Section 6.5.4.4.  

PRM: The chilled-water design supply temperature for Systems 7,8,11,12 and 13 must be modeled at 
44°F and return water temperature at 56°F (90.1 Section G3.1.3.8). Supply temperature must be reset 
based on outdoor dry-bulb temperature using the following schedule: 44°F at 80°F and above, 54°F at 
60°F and below and ramped linearly between 44°F and 54°F at temperatures between 80°F and 60°F 
(90.1 Section G3.1.3.9). Exceptions apply to chilled-water systems serving computer rooms or using 
purchased chilled water (Exception to 90.1 Section G3.1.3.9). 
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WHVAC3*(CR–B) Baseline (budget) chilled-water pump system parameters are established correctly 

ECB (90.1 Table 11.5.2-1 Note e): The pump system power for each pumping system shall be the same 
as for the proposed design. If the proposed design has no chilled-water pumps, the budget building 
design pump power shall be 22 W/gpm (equal to a pump operating against a 75 ft head, 65% combined 
impeller and motor efficiency). The chilled-water system shall be modeled as primary-only variable  
flow with flow maintained at the design rate through each chiller using a bypass. Chilled-water pumps 
must be modeled as riding the pump curve or with variable-speed drives when required in 90.1  
Section 6.5.4.2. Each chiller shall be modeled with separate condenser water and chilled-water  
pumps interlocked to operate with the associated chiller. 

PRM (90.1 Section G3.1.3.10): Chilled-water systems shall be modeled as primary/secondary with 
constant flow primary loop and variable-flow secondary loop. For systems with a cooling capacity of  
300 tons or more, the secondary pump shall be modeled with variable-speed drives and a minimum  
flow of 25% of the design flow rate. For systems with less than 300 tons cooling capacity, the secondary 
pump shall be modeled as riding the pump curve. The baseline building constant-volume primary pump 
power shall be modeled as 9 W/gpm and the variable-flow secondary pump power shall be modeled as 
13 W/gpm at design conditions. See 90.1 Section G3.1.3.10 for chilled-water pump system parameters 
for baseline systems serving computer rooms (System 11) and projects with purchased chilled water 
(90.1 Section G3.1.1.3.2 and 90.1 G3.1.1.3.3).  

WHVAC4*(CR–B) Baseline (budget) heat rejection system is established correctly 

ECB (90.1 Table 11.5.2-1 Note e): The heat-rejection device is an open-circuit, axial-fan cooling tower 
with variable-speed fan control if required in 90.1 Section 6.5.5 and must meet the performance 
requirements of 90.1 Table 6.8.1-7. Condenser water design supply temperature and controls must  
be as described in 90.1 Table 11.5.2-1 Note e. Pump system power for each pumping system shall be  
the same as the proposed design; if the proposed design has no condenser water pumps, the budget 
building design pump power must be 19 W/gpm (equal to a pump operating against a 60 ft head,  
60% combined impeller and motor efficiency). 

PRM (90.1 Section G3.1.3.11): The heat-rejection device is an axial-fan, open-circuit cooling tower  
with variable speed fan control and efficiency of 38.2 gpm/hp at the conditions specified in 90.1  
Table 6.8.1-7. Temperature controls must be as described in 90.1 Section G3.1.3.11 and 90.1  
Table G3.1.3.11. The condenser-water pump power shall be 19 W/gpm and modeled as  
constant volume.  
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WHVAC5* (CR – B) Baseline (budget) hot water plant is established correctly  

ECB (90.1 Table 11.5.2 – 1, Note f): The budget building design boiler plant must be modeled with  
a single boiler if the budget building design plant load is 600,000 Btu/h or less and with two equally  
sized boilers for plant capacities exceeding 600,000 Btu/h. Boilers must be staged as required by  
the load. Boilers must use the same fuel as the proposed building design and be natural draft. Boiler 
efficiency must be the minimum required in 90.1 Table 6.8.1-6. If the proposed design uses purchased 
hot water or steam, then purchased water or steam must also be used in the budget design in lieu of 
boilers and the hot-water or steam costs must be based on actual utility rates.  

PRM (90.1 Section G3.1.3.2): The boiler plant for baseline System 1, 5 and 7 must be natural draft and 
use natural gas. If natural gas is not available on-site as determined by AHJ, the boiler plant must use 
propane. Purchased heat must be modeled in the baseline instead of on-site boiler for projects that  
use purchased heat in the proposed design (90.1 Section G3.1.1.1). The on-site baseline boiler plant 
must be modeled with a single boiler if the baseline plant serves a conditioned floor area of 15,000 ft2  

or less and with two equally sized boilers for plants serving more than 15,000 ft2. The boilers shall be 
staged as required by the load. 

WHVAC6*(CR–B) Baseline (budget) hot water plant controls are established correctly 

ECB (90.1 Table 11.5.2 – 1, Note f): The hot-water space heating loop must be modeled with 180°F 
design supply temperature and 130°F return temperature. The supply water temperature must be  
reset in accordance with 90.1 Section 6.5.4.4.  

PRM: The hot-water space heating loop must be modeled with 180°F design supply and 130°F design 
return temperature (90.1 Section G3.1.3.3). Hot-water supply temperature must be reset based on 
outdoor dry-bulb temperature using the following schedule: 180°F at 20°F and below, 150°F at 50°F and 
above and ramped linearly between 180°F and 150°F at temperatures between 20°F and 50°F (G3.1.3.4). 
See Exception to 90.1 Section G3.1.3.4 for projects that use purchased heat in the proposed design.  

WHVAC7*(CR–B) Baseline (budget) hot water pumps are established correctly 

ECB (90.1 Table 11.5.2 – 1, Note f): Pump system power for each pumping system must be the same  
as for the proposed building design; if the proposed building design has no hot-water pumps, the  
budget building design pump power must be 19 W/gpm, which is equal to a pump operating against  
a 60 ft head, 60% combined impeller and motor efficiency. The hot-water system shall be modeled  
as primary-only with continuous variable flow. The hot-water pumps must be modeled as riding the 
pump curve or with variable-speed drives when required by 90.1 Section 6.5.4.2. 

PRM (90.1 Section G3.1.3.5): The baseline building design hot-water pump power must be 19 W/gpm. 
The pumping system must be primary only with continuous variable flow and a minimum of 25% of the 
design flow rate. Hot-water systems serving 120,000 ft2 or more must be modeled with variable-speed 
drives and systems serving less than 120,000 ft2 must be modeled as riding the pump curve.  
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8.15 WHVAC Model Input/Output (WHM) 

WHM1(MI–B, P): Chilled-water plant is modeled as reported 

Modeled quantity, type, capacity, and efficiency of the chillers matches information in the  
reporting template. 

eQUEST Reports PV-A 
Trane TRACE 700 Plant information entered values report 

WHM2(MI, MO–B, P) Chilled-water plant controls are modeled as reported 

Modeled chilled-water plant controls including design supply and return CHW temperature and reset 
are as reported.  

eQUEST Reports NA 
Trane TRACE 700 Plant information entered values report 

WHM3(MI–B, P) CHW pumps are modeled as reported 

Modeled pumps are as reported, including pump design flow (GPM), power (kW, or BHP and motor 
efficiency) and flow control (one/two speed, VSD).  

eQUEST Reports PV-A 
Trane TRACE 700 Plant information entered values report for power and flow control. Equipment energy 

consumption report to calculate pump gpm. There is no entry for pump motor efficiency. 
It is assumed to be 75% in the calculation engine. 

WHM4(MI,MO–B, P) CHW loop parameters are modeled as reported 

CHP loop configuration (i.e., primary/secondary), design flow (GMP), and flow control (three-way or 
two-way valves) are modeled as reported.  

eQUEST Reports PV-A 
Trane TRACE 700 Plant information entered values report. Equipment energy consumption report to 

calculate pump gpm. 

WHM5(MI,MO–B, P) Heat rejection system is modeled as reported 

Verify that cooling tower type, fan speed control, and efficiency is modeled as reported.  
eQUEST Reports PV-A 
Trane TRACE 700 Plant Information entered values report, Library Members entered values report 
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WHM6(MO–B, P) Average annual realized chiller efficiency is as expected 

The annual average realized chiller efficiency is the ratio of the annual load on the chiller to the  
annual energy used by the chiller. The average realized efficiency is expected to be similar to chiller  
part load efficiency.  

Proposed Design: Average annual realized chiller efficiency exceeding the rated part load efficiency of 
the specified chiller should be flagged. Different than expected average efficiency may be due to use  
of inappropriate performance curves, incorrect rated full load efficiency input, or CHW loop operation, 
such as design supply water temperature and temperature drop, significantly different from AHRI  
rated conditions.  

Baseline (budget) design: Average annual realized chiller efficiency less than the rated part load 
efficiency should be flagged. Different than expected efficiency may be due to use of inappropriate 
default performance curves, such as based on the software defaults instead of PRM RM curves, 
incorrect loop setpoint temperatures, or incorrect rated full load efficiency input.  

eQUEST Reports PS-C 
Trane TRACE 700 Equipment Energy Consumption report for the total equipment consumption and 

Building Cool/Heat Demand report from the Visualizer for the total loads 

WHM7(MO–B,P) Annual chilled-water pump energy is as expected  

Pump energy depends on pump design BHP, pump motor efficiency, whether the flow is constant or 
variable, with two-way valves in the loop, whether there is a VSD on pump motor and VSD controls  
such as differential pressure reset. The typical power draw at part load conditions is shown in Table 7, 
based on the same part load operation assumptions as for the part load cooling efficiency (IPLV), 
including 1% at 100% of the load, 42% at 25% of the load, 45% at 50% of the load and 12% at 25%  
of the load).  

Table 9. Pump Performance at Part Load Conditions 

Ppump/Pdesign 100% 90% 80% 70% 60% 50% 40% 30% 25% 20% 10% Avg % 
Riding Curve 1.03 0.92 0.86 0.82 0.79 0.75 0.70 0.62 0.56 0.48 0.28 0.78 
VSD, no reset 1.01 0.81 0.64 0.51 0.39 0.30 0.23 0.16 0.14 0.11 0.05 0.43 
VSD, pd reset 1.01 0.77 0.57 0.41 0.28 0.18 0.11 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.34 

Ppump [W] = pump power at part load 
Pdesign [W] = pump power at design load 

The annual pump energy use may be estimated as follows: 

PEU= Pdesign * Avg% * HRS 
PEU [kWh] = estimated annual pump energy use 
HRS = number of hours per year the building is occupied 
Avg% = the average pump power draw from Table 7 depending on pump capacity control  
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Compare simulated pump energy use to PEU estimated above. The following should be flagged: 

 Simulated baseline pump energy use exceeding estimated PEU by more than 25%  
 Simulated proposed pump energy use below 75% of the estimated PEU  

eQUEST Reports PS-C 
Trane TRACE 700 Equipment energy consumption report for pump kW and kWh, Library Members entered 

values report for number of occupied hours/year 

WHMC8(MI,MO–B,P) Hot water plant is modeled as reported  

The proposed boiler quantity, type, capacity, and efficiency is modeled as reported.  

eQUEST Reports PV-A 
Trane TRACE 700 Plant information entered values report 

WHM (MI,MO–B,P) Hot water plant controls are modeled as reported 

Verify the hot water plant controls such as supply and return hot water temperature and temperature 
reset are modeled as reported.  

eQUEST Reports NA 
Trane TRACE 700 Library Members entered values report 

WHM10 (MI,MO–B,P) Hot water loop parameters are modeled as reported 

Verify the hot water loop configuration (i.e., primary/secondary), design flow (GMP) and flow  
control (three-way/two-way valves) are modeled as specified.  

eQUEST Reports PV-A 
Trane TRACE 700 Plant Information entered values report. Equipment Energy Consumption report and 

Library Members entered values report to calculate pump gpm. 

WHM11 (MI,MO–B,P) Hot water pumps are modeled as reported 

Verify the hot water design pump power is modeled as reported as either kW, or BHP and  
electrical efficiency of pump motor. Verify that the design flow rate GPM and motor speed  
control (single-speed/two-speed/VSD) are modeled as reported. 

eQUEST Reports PV-A 
Trane TRACE 700 Plant information entered values report. Equipment energy consumption report and 

Library Members entered values report to calculate pump gpm. There is no entry for 
pump motor efficiency. It is assumed to be 75% in the calculation engine. 
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WHM12(MI,MO–B,P) Annual hot water pump energy is as expected 

Verify that the modeled annual hot water pump energy is as expected. Review steps are the same  
as described in WHM7 for chilled-water pumps.  

eQUEST Reports PS-C 
Trane TRACE 700 Equipment Energy Consumption report for pump kW and kWh, Library Members entered 

values report for number of occupied hours/year 

WHM13(MO–B,P) Average annual boiler efficiency is as expected 

The average annual efficiency is the ratio of the annual load on the boiler to the annual boiler  
energy use, as shown on simulation output reports.  

Proposed Design: The average realized efficiency is expected to be lower than the rated efficiency, as 
discussed in WHVAC6. For example, if manufacturer’s marketing materials list efficiency of the specified 
condensing boiler as “up to 98%” and the design documents show boiler return water temperature of 
160F, the boiler would operate at ~86% efficiency at design conditions (Figure 44). The results should be 
flagged if the average annual boiler efficiency based on the simulation output reports is higher than 
expected based on this estimate. 

Baseline (budget) Design: PRM and ECB baseline boilers are natural draft. The part load efficiency 
degradation of the boilers based on the performance curves in PRM RM results in the efficiencies shown 
in Table 9. The annual average efficiency of a boiler that operates at 75% of design capacity 43% of the 
time, 50% of design capacity 45% of the time and 25% of design capacity 12% of the time is shown in 
Typ. Avg. column of Table 9. The average annual boiler efficiency that is lower than expected based on 
this estimate should be flagged. 

 Table 10. Natural Draft Boiler Efficiency at Part Load Conditions 

% of Design Load 100% 90% 80% 70% 60% 50% 40% 30% 25% 
Typ. 
Avg. 

80% efficient boiler (Note 1) 80% 79% 77% 76% 74% 71% 68% 64% 61% 72% 
75% efficient boiler (Note 2) 75% 74% 72% 71% 69% 67% 64% 60% 57% 68% 

Note 1: All ECB budget boilers and PRM baseline boilers with heating capacity over 2,500 kBtu/h or 
under 300 kBtu/h  
Note 2: PRM baseline boilers with 300 kBtu/h – 2,500 kBtu/h 

eQUEST Reports PS-C 
Trane TRACE 700 Equipment Energy Consumption report for the total equipment consumption and Building 

Cool/Heat Demand report from the Visualizer for the total loads 

WHM14*(MO–B,P) Difference in the baseline (budget) and proposed heating fuels is as expected 

This high-level check verifies the expected trends for both air-side and water-side HVAC.  
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ECB: When 90.1 Section 11.5.2 j is properly applied to determine the budget HVAC system, the 
allocation of heating and cooling energy use between fuels is expected to be similar in the budget 
building and the proposed design. For example, if based on the simulation output reports about  
one-third of the annual heating MMBtu is associated with natural gas and two-thirds with electricity, 
similar allocation is expected in the budget design.  

PRM: There should be no electric heating in the baseline model for projects in New York climate zones 
(Table G3.1.1-3). 

For the proposed design, heating fuels included in the simulation reports must match the fuels used  
by the specified systems. For example, if electric baseboards or electric unit heaters are shown on  
the mechanical schedules, there should be electricity heating energy use in the simulation reports. If 
proposed design includes air-source heat pumps, electricity use should be shown under heating and 
heat pump supplement end uses.  

eQUEST Reports BEPU 
Trane TRACE 700 Energy Cost Budget report 

WHM15*(MO-B,P) Change in heating, cooling and fan energy between the baseline (budget) and proposed design 
is as expected based on the described system parameters 

This high-level check verifies the expected trends for both air-side and water-side HVAC.  

For some common proposed design configurations, the change in HVAC end uses between the baseline 
(budget) and proposed design simulation may be compared to the expectations. For example, many 
multifamily projects in New York City have through-the-wall air conditioners and hot water baseboards 
in apartments, with hot water provided by gas-fired boiler(s). There is often no outdoor air supply to 
apartments, with continuous or intermittent exhaust ventilation. These projects have PTAC in the 
baseline (budget). The following trends are expected for the PRM models:  

 Lower fan energy in the proposed design, because exhaust fans are the only fans running 
throughout the year and the only other fans are in the through-the-wall air conditioners that  
are only running in summer when there is cooling load (i.e., cycle with load).  

 Higher pump energy in the proposed design, since the baseboard hot water loop often has  
20°F design temperature drop compared to 50°F delta T in the baseline PTACs. 
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Several additional examples of the high-level checks are included. 

 No HVAC pump energy if no pumps are reported in the submittal (e.g., in the baseline model  
of projects reported to only have System 3 or System 5). 

 Higher pump energy in the proposed design with ground source heat pump, chillers, and water 
source heat pumps compared to baseline (budget) designs that require pumps only for heating. 

This review check largely relies on reviewer’s experience with similar projects. If general trends are  
not as expected, or if the expected outcomes for the given project are difficult to establish, for example 
due to project size and diversity of systems, the air-side and water-side HVAC system checks should  
be completed. 

eQUEST Reports BEPU 
Trane TRACE 700 Energy Cost Budget report 

8.16 Other Equipment (OE) 

OE1 Verify that reported PV systems are as specified in the design documents and that the calculated PV system 
electricity generation is appropriate 

PV system details included in the submittal must at minimum include system type, orientation, and 
generation capacity (kW). If a PV system was not modeled explicitly in the whole building simulation  
tool used for the project, the external calculations used to estimate electricity generation must be 
included in the submittal as described in OE3 review check. See also CC2 and CC3 review checks. 

To verify the reported PV system electricity generation is reasonable, calculate the system EFLH that  
is equal to the ratio of the reported annual electricity generation (kWh) to the total rated PV system 
capacity (kW). EFLH greater than 1,500 hours/year should be flagged.  

OE2 Verify that reported CHP systems are as specified in the design documents and that the CHP systems  
electricity generation and recovered energy reported in submittal is reasonable. 

The provided information must, at minimum, include the generator type, quantity, total generation 
capacity (kW) at design conditions, thermal, and electrical efficiency at design conditions, controls, 
schedule of operation, fuel used, where the recovered heat is used (e.g., absorption chillers, space 
heating loop, service water heating loop, etc.), specified back-up systems when recovered heat is  
not available and parasitic losses (e.g., air handling unit to cool the intake air). If a CHP system is  
not modeled in the whole building simulation tool, the supporting calculations must be provided  
as described in OR3 review check. See also CC3 and CC4 review checks. 
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OE3 Verify that reported systems and components included in the exceptional calculation methods reflect design 
documents and savings calculations follow accepted engineering practice. 

All exceptional methods must include the following supporting documentation (G2.5): 

 Step-by-step documentation of the exceptional calculation method performed, detailed  
enough to reproduce the results. 

 Copies of all spreadsheets used to perform the calculations. 
 A sensitivity analysis of energy consumption when each of the input parameters is varied  

from half to double the value assumed. 
 The calculations shall be performed on a time-step basis consistent with the simulation  

program used. 
 The performance rating calculated with and without the exceptional calculation method. 
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9 Simulation Reports 

9.1 eQUEST Reports 

General 

1. Unless noted, the reports below are found in the *.sim files that must be included in the submittal. 
At least two *.sim files must be included – one for the baseline (budget) and another for the 
proposed design model.  

2. The *.sim reports are text files and may be opened in a text editor. SimViewer tool, which is part  
of the default eQUEST installation, is a better alternative as it simplifies navigation through the 
numerous available reports. 

3. There are separate reports for the baseline (budget) and proposed design model.  
4. Some output reports, such as BEPS, report energy use by the end use category. Systems and 

components that contributing toward each end use are described in the Detailed Simulation Reports 
Summary.pdf (available from the eQUEST’s Help ->Tutorial and References menu), Description of 
eQUEST/DOE-2.2 End Use Reporting Categories section.  

5. eQUEST can generate a handy HVAC Summary file (.csv) automatically with each simulation.  
To activate the feature, user must open the “eQUEST.INI” file and insert the line, 
“StoreResults_HVAC_Summary=1” as shown in the screen shot below. The eQUEST.INI file is  
found in the eQUEST Data directory, which can be located by selecting Tools -> View File  
Locations -> View eQUEST Data Directory from the main menu. Once you modify, and save  
the eQUEST.INI file, there will be a “YOUR_PROJECT_NAME – HVAC Summary.csv” file in the  
project folder after each simulation. The Air-Side System Summaries portion of the file is useful  
for automating or verifying fan power and EIR calculations for Baseline models. 
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BEPS Building Energy Performance 

SG3: UMLH>300 exceeds the 
prescribed limit.  

SG1: Weather File 

SG7: Site EUI 

BEPU Building Utility Performance 

LI6, LI7: Annual LI kWh  

LE3, LE4: Exterior lighting is often the only 
end use contributing to this category. 
However, it may include other direct loads on 
meter such as fans in unenclosed 

ML2, ML3: Annual ML kWh  SWH4 & 5 SG11, SG12  
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LV-B Summary of Spaces 

BE10: “Air-Change” infiltration modeling method adjusts user-entered infiltration to account 
for weather, as required by 90.1 Table G3.1 No5 (b). 

             

LI4: The total modeled wattage is the 
sum of products of Multiplier x LPD x 
Area. The same information is 
available in the CSV Space Loads 
report. 
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LS-C Building Peak Load Components 

SI4: Modeled conditioned floor area, excluding plenum spaces  

SG1: Name of weather file AHM4: HVAC Sizing Method; the tag is not included if sizing based on weather 
 

AHM4: Modeled Design Day Conditions 

BE11: Contribution of envelope components toward internal heat gains and losses 

Notes: 

Heat losses are shown as negative numbers; heat gains are shown as positive numbers. For example, in 
the report shown above, conduction heat losses through windows contribute 353.561 kBtu/H toward 
the heating load; while window solar heat gains reduce peak heating load by 44.332.  
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LV-D Details of Exterior Surfaces 

BE6, 7: The model has the following total surface areas: 12,409 ft2 

windows; 51,804 ft2 gross exterior wall including windows; 8,436 ft2 

roof area; 8,436 ft2 below grade walls, floor and slab-on-grade. 
BE3: Modeled WWR is 12409/43368=28.6% 
 

BE6, 8: The model has the following 
area-weighted average U-values: roof 
U-0.061; exterior walls U-0.091; 
windows U-0.532  
 

BE1&2: U-values and areas of surfaces adjacent to the ambient conditions or ground for each modeled space 
BE3&4: U-value and areas of fenestration area for each modeled space 
 

BE6, 7, 8, 9: The 
totals for the 
building by 
exposure are 
summarized at the 
end of the report 

Notes:  

Projects may have exaggerated area of roof or exposed and below grade floors due to common 
modeling mistake, when exposed horizontal surfaces are sandwiched between the floor that were 
modeled as different building shells when the project was created in the Wizard. If the proposed roof  
is better insulated than the baseline (budget) and its area is doubled, it’s contribution toward the  
trade-offs will also be exaggerated by the factor of 2. 
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LS-F Building Monthly Load Components 

BE7: Heat loss through 
exterior surfaces 

BE7: Infiltration heat loss  

BE7: Fenestration heat 
loss due to conduction  

BE7: Fenestration solar heat gain  

Notes:  

 Negative numbers indicate heat losses; positive numbers indicate heat gains. 
 Jan – Dec values provided in the report indicate that the full annual simulation  

was completed for 8,760 hours/year.  
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SS-D Building HVAC Load Summary 

AMH14: Projects with significant simultaneous heating and cooling have high cooling energy use during 
winter months and high heating energy use during summer months.  
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SS-E Building HVAC Load Hour 

 AMH14: Large hours of simultaneous heating/cooling, especially 
in summer, may indicate overcooling and excessive reheat. 

AMH14: Hours when at least one air-side system is 
running to provide HVAC during occupied hours 
plus night cycling to maintain setback temperature.  

AHM11: Fan Peak Demand 
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SS-L Fan Electric Energy Use 

AHM10: Fan in the example has minimum flow of 30% - 40% and never 
operates above 60% - 70% of the design CFM. 
VAV system fans and constant volume systems with cycling fans will 
have hours with part load <100%. 
 

SS-O Space Temperature Summary 

SG3: The zone is significantly under-cooled, with 80F+ space temperatures for over a thousand hours (see 
TOTAL column). Temperatures will not be listed for hours when zone is unoccupied and HVAC system is off.  

This is a zone-level report. Reports for all modeled zones are included in the *.SIM file.  
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SS-P – Cooling (Heating) Performance Summary 

  
 
 
 
 
 

AHM4: Maximum cooling 
load is 80%-90% cooling 
capacity; cooling coil is 
oversized by 10%-20%   

AHM6: Average realized DX efficiency 
excluding system supply & return 
fans: COPnfcooling,avg 

=35.454*1000/3.412/3178.511=3.269 
EIRnfcooling,avg =1/COPnfcooling,avg = 0.305   
  

AHM4: 
Oversizing= 
45.9/38.8=1.18 
 

AHM5: Rated Cooling 
Efficiency COPnfcool=1/EIR 
 

AMH10: Design 
flow rate 
 

AMH10, ANM11: Peak fan demand 
for all fans of this system is 1.062 KW 
 
AHM12: Fan system energy 3250 
kWh/yr;  
EFLH ~ 3250/1.1 = 2955 
 

Notes: 

 An SS-P report is available for each air-handler. 
 An instance of SS-P report is also generated for each system with DX (heat pump) heating.  
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SS-R Zone Performance Summary 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SG3: Zones with UMLH are reported as underheated or 
undercooled. Zone floor area may be established based on 
the Space Loads Report (CSV). 

 

SV-A System Design Parameters 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

AHM 1: 
Thermal blocks 
served by the 
system   

AHM2: 
System name  

AHM4: 
cooling 
capacity  

AHM4: 
unitary 
heating 
capacity  

AHM5: DX equipment efficiency at 
AHRI rated conditions excluding 
system fan power; COP=1/EIR  

AMH10: 
design flow  

AHM10: Power of system supply and return fans  
kW=BHP*746/Effy 
BHP= specified fan brake HP 
Effy = specified efficiency of fan motor 
 

AHM10: Minimum fraction of 
design flow; minimum flow is 
17,499*0.3=5,250 CFM  

AHM9: Design ventilation (OA) 
flow rate; system design OA CFM 
is sum of zone OA CFM (Note 3). 
 

AHM3: 
System type  

Notes: 

 SV-A report is available for each modeled air handler.  
 Refer to eQUEST “Detailed Simulation Reports Summary” p.84 of the pdf for detailed description 

of other values shown in the SV-A report.  
 Design OA flow in the simulation may be different, based on the entered ventilation schedule.  
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ES-D Energy Cost Summary 

SI6: Virtual Rate is the ratio of the Total 
Charge ($) to the Metered Energy [units/yr]  

PS-E Energy End Use Summary for all Electric Meters 

LI5: Non-coincident annual lighting peak 
demand is the MAX KW for Lights + Task Lights. 

LE2: Exterior lighting non-
coincident peak demand (may 
include other exterior loads 
on some projects. 

SG11, AHM2: Heat Pump 
supplemental heat (electric 
resistance)  
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PS-C Equipment Loads and Energy Use 

WHM6, WHM13: The average realized plant (boiler or 
chiller) efficiency is the ratio of Heat Load to Fuel Use.  

In the example, the average efficiency of the Hot Water 
Plant (Boiler 1 and Boiler 2 combined) is 68%. 

Heat Load =375.2+63.5= 438.7 MMBtu 

Fuel Use = 556.2+89.6=645.8 

Effyavg = 438.7/645.8=68% 
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PV-A Plant Design Parameters 

SWH3: Modeled SWH capacity. Always shown as a 
negative number in the units of MMBtu/hr. The 
capacity of heater in the example is 265 MBH  

WHM8: Boiler name, type, capacity in MMBtu/hr (shown as negative value), fuel efficiency Et = 1/HIR 

WHM3, WHM11: Pump flow GPM, power [kW] and control. HW Pump in the example is 0.499/26.5=19 W/GPM 

WHM1: Chiller type, capacity in MMBtu/hr and rated efficiency. COP=1/EIR (COP in the example: 1/0.354=2.

WHM4, WHM10: flow (GPM), total head 

8

Space Loads Report (CSV) 

To generate the report, select File -> Export File -> Space Loads Report (CSV) from the main eQUEST 
interface and then click Export button.  

  

SWH3: 1/EIR = electric 
heater efficiency 
1/HIR = non-electric heater 
efficiency 

SWH3: Storage tank 
volume, surface 
area and insulation. 
The inputs affect 
stand-by losses.

WHM1: Chiller type, capacity in MMBtu/hr and rated efficiency. COP=1/EIR (COP in the example: 1/0.354=2.82)
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SG4: Zone Types may be listed as Conditioned, 
Unconditioned, or Plenum. For each type, the total 
floor area is the sum of products of [Area] x [Space 
Multiplier] x [Floor Multiplier].  

The report includes a detailed list of modeling inputs by space, including but not limited to lighting and 
equipment power density and full load hours. CSV (Excel) format easily supports data analysis. 

Hourly Results (CSV) 

To generate the report, select File -> Export File -> Hourly Results (CSV) from the main eQUEST interface 
and then click Export button. The values included in the report are specified by the modeler and may 
differ; however, the report will have a value shown for each simulated hour. A total of 8,760 hours 
indicate that the full hourly simulation was completed. 

DOE-2 Help 

The help is accessible from within eQUEST interface.  
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9.2 Trane TRACE 700 Reports 

General 

 The following reports are both entered values reports and simulation reports. The entered 
values reports can be found by going to View > Entered Values and selecting the appropriate 
report. The simulation reports can be found by going to Calculate and View Results > View 
Results and selecting the appropriate report. 

 The reports can be viewed in the report viewer or exported. Most commonly the reports are 
exported to .pdf files for submittals.  

Title Page Report 

SG1: Weather File 
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Project Information entered values report 

SG2: Number of hours modeled. 
Full year indicates 8,760 hours. 
(Reduced year indicates less 
than 8,760 hours) 
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Energy Cost Budget/PRM Summary report 

ML2 and ML3: 
Miscellaneous loads 

SG3: Unmet hours 

AHM2: Space 
heating end use 
WHM14: Baseline 
and Proposed 
heating fuels 

WHM15: Heating, cooling, 
and fan energy between 
the baseline and proposed 
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LEED Summary report 

SG3: Unmet hours 

SG4: Conditioned 
Floor Area 
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AHM4: Baseline Equipment Size 

LI4: Lighting Power Densities for 
the Space-By-Space Method 
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CC2: Renewable Energy 
CC3: Exceptional Calculation 

LE2: Proposed Exterior Lighting 
Power 

LI1: Baseline Exterior Lighting 
Power 

AHM4: Baseline Equipment Size AHM4: Baseline Equipment Size

Note:  
For CC2 and CC3, most renewable energy sources such as solar and wind power cannot be modeled directly in 
TRACE 700. They must be modeled outside of the program and input as a negative base utility. A positive base 
utility consumes energy whereas a negative base utility adds energy. They will appear as separate line items here. 
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BE9: Baseline 4 
rotations and average 

LI6: Interior Lighting 
Peak Demand 

LI7: Lighting Full Load Hours – 
This needs to be calculated as 
FLH = Energy Use/Demand 

LI8: Interior Lighting 
Annual Energy 

LE3, LE4: Exterior 
Lighting Energy 

LI6: Interior Lighting 
Peak Demand
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LI5: Interior Lighting 
Peak Demand 

LI6: Lighting Full Load Hours – 
This needs to be calculated as 
EFLH = Energy Use/Demand 

LI6, LI7: Interior 
Lighting Annual 

 

LE5: Exterior Lighting 
Energy 
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Monthly Energy Consumption report 

SG5: Site Energy Use Intensity 
(EUI) must be calculated from the 
building energy consumption and 
floor area reported here. 

UR2: Modeled utility rate 
structure as reported. Take the 
dollar values on the Monthly 
Utility Costs report divided by 
these values to determine the 
virtual rate 
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Monthly Utility Costs report 

UR2: Modeled utility rate 
structure as reported. Take these 
values divided by the values on 
the Monthly Utility Costs report to 
determine the virtual rates 
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Library Members Entered Values report 

UR1, UR2 Utility rate structure. 
The input for the utility rate used 
in both the proposed and baseline 
are displayed in this section 
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WHM7: Annual chilled-water 
pump energy occupied hours/year 
WHM12: Annual hot water pump 
energy occupied hours/year 
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WHM9: Hot water plant controls 

WHM10, WHM11: Delta T used to 
calculate pump gpm 
Gpm = Q / (500 * DeltaT) 
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WHM5: Heat Rejection System 
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Building U-Values report 

BE6: Thermal properties of the 
building envelope for the 
proposed and baseline 

BE8: Baseline and Proposed 
Fenestration Properties 
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Building Areas report 

BE6, BE7: Areas of the building 
envelope for the proposed and 
baseline 

BE7: Baseline and Proposed 
Fenestration Areas 
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Walls by Direction Entered Values report 

BE7: Baseline and Proposed 
Fenestration Areas 

BE8: Baseline and Proposed 
Fenestration Properties 
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Walls by Cardinal Direction entered values report 

BE7: Baseline and Proposed 
Fenestration Areas 

BE8: Baseline and Proposed 
Fenestration Properties 
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Room Information entered values report 

BE10: Infiltration 

LI4: Baseline and proposed 
lighting power density 

AHM1: Thermal Blocks AHM9: Modeled ventilation 
rate 

Note: Alternative 1 rooms are displayed first. Alternative 2 rooms are displayed later in the report. 

AHM10: Modeled fan flow 
rates 
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Building Envelope Cooling Loads at Coil Peak 

BE11: Design cooling loads for 
baseline and proposed 

Note: Alternative 1 loads are displayed first, alternative 2 loads are later in the report. 
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Building Envelope Heating Loads at Coil Peak 

BE11: Design heating loads for 
baseline and proposed 

Note:  

Alternative 1 loads are displayed first, alternative 2 loads are later in the report. 
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Plant Information entered values report 

AHM5: DX cooling efficiencies 
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LE2: Exterior Lighting Entered 
Lighting Power 
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SWH3: Service Hot Water heating 
plant 

AHM7: Heating system efficiency 

SWH3: Service Hot Water base 
utility 
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WHM1: Chilled-water Plant WHM2: Chilled-water Plant Controls 

WHM3: Chilled-water Pumps 

WHM3, WHM4: Pump delta T used to 
calculate pump gpm 
Gpm = Q / (500 * Delta T) 
WHM4: Chilled-water Loop Parameters 

WHM5: Heat Rejection System 
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WHM8: Hot water plant 

WHM10: Hot water loop parameters WHM11: Hot water pumps 
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Equipment Energy Consumption Report 

SWH4: Service Hot Water full load hours, 
SWH5: Service Hot Water proposed 
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SWH5: Service Hot Water baseline 

AHM6: Average DX system efficiency 
total equipment energy consumption 

AHM8: Average heating system efficiency 
total equipment energy consumption 
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AHM11: Fan peak demand 

AHM12: Fan equivalent full 
load hours 
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WHM6: Average annual 
realized chiller efficiency 

WHM7: Annual chilled-
water pump energy 

WHM3, WHM4: 
Equipment load used to 
calculate pump gpm 
Gpm = Q / (500 * DeltaT) 
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WHM13: Average annual 
boiler efficiency 

WHM10, WHM11: Boiler capacity 
used to calculate pump gpm 
Gpm = Q / (500 * DeltaT) 
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WHM12: Annual hot water 
pump energy 
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System Entered Values Report 

AHM2: system type information 

AHM3: HVAC System type 

AHM9: Modeled ventilation 
controls 

AHM13: Modeled exhaust 
air energy recovery 

AHM4: HVAC System capacities 

AHM10: Modeled fan powers 
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System Checksums Report 

 

AHM13: Modeled exhaust air 
energy recovery airflows 
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Building Cool/Heat Demand report from the Visualizer  

AHM14: Monthly patterns of 
heating and cooling 

AHM6: Average DX system efficiency 
total loads.  
AHM8: Average heating system efficiency 
total loads.  
WHM6: Average annual realized chiller 
efficiency 
WHM13: Average annual boiler efficiency 
See note below. 

Note:  

The Visualizer is accessed by clicking the Graph Profiles and Energy button on the Analysis Reports tab of 
View Results. The Building Cool/Heat Demand report is selected from the dropdown at the bottom. The 
controls on the left are used to specify months, day types, etc. The Draw button is used to export the 
data to excel. For AHM6, AHM8, WHM6 and WHM13, it will be easiest to export this data to Excel to 
sum the hourly loads to determine the total loads for the year. If there are multiple systems assigned to 
different plants, this will need to be done separately for each system. The system data displayed can be 
changed by using the First/Last Sys inputs. 
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Appendix A: Typical Building Operating Schedules  
    Occupancy Lights  Receptacle Infiltration HVAC Avail Service Hot Water 

Assembly 
Max Sch Fraction 0.80 0.65  0.75 1.00 n/a 0.65 
Min Sch Fraction 0.00 0.05  0.05 0.25 n/a 0.00 
EFLH 2606 3340  3839 3918 6456 312 

Health 
Max Sch Fraction 0.80 0.90  0.90 0.25 n/a 0.82 
Min Sch Fraction 0.40 0.50  0.40 0.25 n/a 0.15 
EFLH 4691 5438  5169 2190 8760 2751 

Hotel 
Max Sch Fraction 0.90 0.90  0.90 0.25 n/a 0.80 
Min Sch Fraction 0.20 0.10  0.10 0.25 n/a 0.00 
EFLH 5074 3285  3285 2190 8760 2628 

Office 
Max Sch Fraction 0.95 0.90  0.90 1.00 n/a 0.57 
Min Sch Fraction 0.00 0.05  0.40 0.25 n/a 0.05 
EFLH 2450 2856  4425 5280 4640 1551 

Parking 
Max Sch Fraction 0.00 1.00  1.00 1.00 n/a n/a 
Min Sch Fraction 0.00 0.50  1.00 1.00 n/a n/a 
EFLH 0 6674  8760 8760 n/a n/a 

Retail 
Max Sch Fraction 0.80 0.90  0.90 1.00 n/a 0.62 
Min Sch Fraction 0.00 0.05  0.20 0.25 n/a 0.04 
EFLH 2371 3558  4528 4801 5279 2305 

School 

Max Sch Fraction 0.95 0.90  0.95 1.00 n/a 0.83 
Min Sch Fraction 0.00 0.18  0.35 0.25 n/a 0.05 
  Occupancy Lights  Receptacle Infiltration HVAC Avail Service Hot Water 
EFLH 2096 4107  4421 6125 3514 1828 

Residential 
Max Sch Fraction 1.00 1.00  1.00 1.00 n/a 0.80 
Min Sch Fraction 0.25 0.10  0.40 1.00 n/a 0.00 
EFLH 6041 2884  5840 8760 8760 2628 

The table summarize information included in the COMNET Appendix C.28

                                                           
28  https://comnet.org/appendix-c-schedules  

https://comnet.org/appendix-c-schedules
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Appendix B: Third-Party Reviews 
Review of performance-based submittals requires involvement of the qualified professionals and  
an additional 20-30 hours of staff time compared to prescriptive-based submittals. The City of Seattle 
charges a fee of $190 per hour for the model reviews, making it in the applicant’s best interest to have 
everything in order before they submit the project. Pre-submittal meetings with the applicants are  
often held to discuss the modeling approaches and any unusual conditions. The reviews are done in-
house, but if the volume of performance-based submittals increases significantly over time, the city  
may start relying on the external consultants. In Oregon, permit applicants pursuing performance path 
were required to hire a reviewer who meets the qualification requirements, is approved by the local 
building official, and must be independent of the applicant, energy analyst, and design team.   
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